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I was thinking about the complete surrounding ourselves to God. About surrounding Jesus all our life.
I was taking into the depth of heart, where I understand, that the surrounding heart is too important for God´s acting in 
our lives. That´s the reason, why it´s not able to separate it from God. It´s good to surrender myself to Him.
Dependent on Him are we a paper, on which He is writing. If He would act, He will do it through our hearts. The surrende-
red heart is too important to God. It’s the only place that suits His holiness. Do you believe that the depth of your heart 
is the most beautiful temple, where He wants to manifest Himself?
When I was born, I did not know anything about Him, but He was taking care of my every heartbeat. He was taking care 
of me better than my parents. He already knew my surrounding, and loving heart, which will be light for the world. He was 
decided to stay with me when my parents were divorced and suddenly, I was somewhere between two families. He was there 
for me and knew me. It was Him, the Only One, that gave His life for me BECAUSE OF LOVE
Although I was a child without love, He was in love with me. Although I didn´t know Him, I was talking with Him, and I was 
searching for answers to every question, which I had. I wanted to live, and awake my own heart. He was singing around me, 
and holding me, even if I was not excellent.
He didn´t let me go down, and He was holding me through all times, even in a time, when I didn’t know, what salvation 
is. I belonged to Him, not from the reason that I would find Him, but for the reason He found me, and He was leading me 
through it all. He was entered into my communications in my soul and build way up in my heart.
When I first understood, what the salvation in Christ Jesus is, I accepted it immediately. My world was changed, and against 
the thoughts about emptiness in my life was stood His big love, in which I was dancing up to eternity.
At the beginning of my belief in Christ, I saw the Good Shepherd personally, when He was with me high in mountains, 
where I was weak, and lost in my fear. And He helped me go over the Rohace Mountains. Then I decided to live only for Him, 
and began the way of helping others, and preaching the Gospel.
This decision was stronger when I realized by the accident with a glade plane, which was in my life a few years later, that I 
am not here for me and my hobbies but Jesus and His plan for my life.
My life was changed, and I‘ve decided to lost all from yachting and soaring, and know freedom only from my personal life 
with Jesus. I started serving God, I was preaching the Gospel, praying for healing, helping the needy, helping churches, 
and I was pushed to thinking about Christianity, the relationship between churches, and relationships between Christians.
This way leads me through my heart, from the Czech Republic through Europe to the world, where I find personal freedom. 
Peace has come with fulfilling God´s plan for my life. This peace overwhelmed me and shows me the truth in Christ Jesus.
The reason for writing this book is the wish of my Lord, it isn´t because of me, but because of Him. Through the time I was 
writing it, I try to find truth in my life story, which He wrote into me. 
I know expensive is true freedom, which is so often stolen from us. I know about true love, with which we must love others. 
And I know, that if we will live in lies, we can miss the true truth.

My wish is, the whole world knows, who Christ Jesus is. 
To open the heavenly truth, was for me the great opportunity, into I was invited, and forever will be for me the most beautiful 
story, which is great to come in.
This is the story of a normal girl, which was trying to find the truth, and answers in Christian life.
Please read with heart, control according to the Bible and Holy Spirit. 
This is one view, which can be helpful or not. Let it be here for the good, growing, and glory of Jesus Christ.
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The world was so difficult the same as live my life. I wonder both to understand it to every detail and know life deep. 
But I was lost if I was there alone. You came to the world to save it, to save me. This fact changed all reality 
and started to teach me to live another way.
I appeared in the battle early than I can know it and it was very difficult to understand what was happened 
and how to learn to stand in it.
In this world is only one thing that matters to me, be in your hug.
This earth is a place, where we can meet both God and devil, we can give yourself to one or the other, 
and let him change my life, and it continues to eternity. It´s necessary, to know the rules of the Good and the darkness. 
It´s difficult to recognize these two worlds, which means the spiritual world, which we cannot see, but it can see us.
Life is indeed a battle, and the world is a battle too. And we must know the reality, we are in the middle of the battle. 
On the side of good is Jesus Christ and His angels, and on the side of darkness is satan with demons. 
And people are about what is the battle going on. Satan wants to destroy them, and Jesus wants to save them. 
It all makes it even harder that people don´t know about it and are blind. 
Human life as eighty years lasted life, which we almost have, is full of the same things, which can be understood, 
if we are interested in it. We can understand deeper things and have wisdom, which is important for our life and to 
a good understanding of the world. It can be good for us ourselves and too to rescue the others. 
I understood, that ignorance of salvation in Christ is the absence that destroys this world most. 
What could be worse than don´t know that I can be saved and live forever.
The theme of eternal life instead of eternal death, which is satan´s plan for us, is the theme of death and life 
and became the main subject in the battle of the world.
The true breakthrough, line, point of change, which touches our heartbeat or death, is in the middle of a conversation 
about the Gospel, in the Good News about Christ´s salvation. 
The main point of the battle is the Gospel. Preaching the Gospel change human life. The real change of life 
according to the Bible bears fruit not only in our lives but in the whole world.
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The Gospel as a rescue report has to run around the world. 
Preaching the Gospel in the world of good and darkness is a difficulty of life and often is life for 
it given. 
But it makes sense, the only sense of life on the earth and human life.
Everyone, who is saved, changed his life to saving others.
Jesus Christ gives sacrifice to save the world dependent on belief.
If a man hears about saving in Christ and believes it, is saved.
It´s good if he let the others around him hear the Gospel too. 
Why?
Because he saves his life and the world.
Preach the Gospel is then the personal decision to be the one with God. 
He who understands Jesus´s purpose, know His love and respect it, and see His desire to save 
those, who need to be saved. When is this desire born in heart of man, it´s real evidence of fo-
llowing Jesus, joined heart with Him, and of a real new life, which is different from the wisdom of 
the world. Is arising as a new man, which is joined with heaven and future things 
and is so different from normal people.
Yes, this servant has a big upstream and must BE STRONG in his decision to serve others. He 
takes his strength from God´s power. Such a servant is the namely true strong fighter in the spi-
ritual battle and a tree, in which a lot of bird nest. 
He is the encouragement for others, he is responsible not only for himself but for strengthening 
others. 
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At this moment we can see how indispensable is the relationship of the servant with his Lord Jesus Christ.
Without Him, we can do nothing and in His arms the burden is light.
The servant‘s tenacity and perseverance are like a bull‘s ability to plow a field.
It is very good to be the one who is surrendered to his service, not afraid of lengthy work, and is well pliable to his Lord.
The Lord promised that He will be with us.
Here on the example of bull, we can see that the Lord doesn´t lose gaze for him all the time. Well done work means well and 
persevered cooperation of Lord and bull. It means to be in His house, receive His care for me, hear His voice, 
and serve on His command.
Too it means be sure, that He has decided for us, He wants you to follow Him, has a plan for us and 
IS SURE,
that we are able to do the work. He is going to lead us through the work, and He will give us success.
If we want to serve Him and have no other desire, it´s great to do this.
There can be a lot of fears about it, but the Bible says about it a lot of assurances, we are reading about spiritual rules, 
so we know that He will take care of us.
There are assurances, it is only our mind or body which remember us the bad side of thing and 
won´t to trust the Word of God.
In this question is a man like a fool for the others, but if the first success is born it brings admiration.
It is then so easy to stand on belief if we have experiences with non-written rulers and success of belief. 
In these moments we know that without God we can do nothing.
The glory of man isn´t wanted for these, who are suited in the glory of God.
For all of us, it means to be alone without other people.
It means to find God every moment in our life.
The time when we are alone is for us as an opportunity to learn to fly.
In the time of solitude, we often feel a big strength of relationship with God, which pushes us up, on its wings, 
and help us find the true essence, spiritual ground, which is hidden in us.
Sure, such a servant has a might from above, which became his own. Here is the sign of the eagle, which is soaring on high 
without fear and alone. Hours of solitude are for him the most beautiful moments in his life.
Suddenly, he is where is not easy to be.
And he alone has done it.
Lord can call the servant to the high to realize the true depth of His love and taste what nowhere can.
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The fullness of an adult man is in the other two symbols too. It´s a lion and man.
Men which is unique for love and compassion. It is a man who can give others love and help.
A lion is here for his cheer and self-assurance, there are authority and a big opposite of fear.
There are moments too when a servant must be full of compassion and fight for law and righteousness. 
The decision to do something for Lord is of course freely, the same way as to be decided to receive Lord Jesus as a Lord and 
Saviour. We all have our life in our own hands, and we may take an example not from the others but the Bible and our 
conscience. What´s a pity if God dead for people, and we don´t tell people about it. I can´t say ´Never mind´ if I forget to help 
Him to save the world. I want to give love to the Lord if He so much loved me. I gave Him my time, my energy, money, 
and all that I had and started with it serve Jesus.
I became an ear of corn and now it depended on me how much I will bear fruit, if thirty, sixty or a hundred percent. 
But for only one percent I needed Jesus´s hug full of love and His leading.
To start it, we need to know about our price before God, which is truly high. Because we have the key to salvation, we are 
the ones who can give salvation to others. To give the rescue to others is necessary, realize that you would be in their place. 
Jesus Christ gave all Christians clear command. „Go to the whole world and preach the Gospel to every creature.“ Mark 16:15
It is not for the same unique ones, it´s for all.

If we accept it, it is like change radically the curs, and to receive new rules. It´s trusting God, where all world is like paradise 
and limits appear. Although you will look quite the same, your soul will be like in royalty rooms. Although you will be daily 
act with compassion may be tired of giving love, inside of it you will be so happy in His love. Although others never will be 
able to see it, you will have a big value in heaven. In this world is all unknown, but in one moment will all be known.
Sometimes I was thinking that I didn’t do anything, I was falling because of thinking with worries about me. But we must 
know that only Only One can judge us because we are not able to do it. I was going long way in trying and fulfilling His will 
and He was glad about it. 
Believe is what we must hold in the beginning and on the way too. 

The normal world brings success or fallings quickly, but in the Christian world we don´t have the classification right now, 
but all is intimate to the end. The only reflections are in love with Jesus and His satisfaction.
If He was happy about it, we completed the task.
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In today’s world, there are too many people which need to help. It is important to preach the Gospel, pray for them, 
cast out demons, and raise the dead. Could we realize how difficult it is to be like in the cage, in the middle of four walls, feel 
the ache, and have no help? Doctor Albert Schweitzer said in his book named People from the wilderness that everyone who 
took help in time of needy and is now well, could help others who need this help too. Every Christian may see the needy and 
help them in their hard situations. Jesus Christ said about it in His Word: I was thirsty, and ye gave me no drink, I was a 
stranger, and ye took me not in, naked, and ye clothed me not, sick, and in prison, and ye visited me not
Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye have done it unto me.
I often was asking myself how to use my life the best way. I know about missing the true way in our life when we lose our 
time, and our life is over. I desire to use my life for my Lord and give Him joy through it. I know Jesus has done for me too 
much, that after it I want to do something for Him. We know that God´s mercy is not only about the death on the cross, 
but too about too many answers to my prayers.
We must be opened to God´s calling inside of us, which calls us to acts for God.
Our life is in our hands and it depended on us to stop and give question to us:
What is important to me in my life? 
What kind of life do I want to live in?
Decide to live for Jesus don´t bring distress, destroying. There we are not losers, but winners.
Yes, there is a necessity to be fully dependent on Jesus, but we don´t risk there. God caring about us the best way, which is. 
It is the care to full depth and high. 
Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into the heart of man, 
the things which God hath prepared for them that love Him.
If we don´t find our desires but we are helping others, care about us than do our Lord, and we are caring about the others. 
That´s why we can preach the Gospel.
What about the quality of preaching the Gospel? We must be realistic about the possibility which the evangelist has. 
Sometimes only a few people are open to the Gospel. People don´t have time. And sometimes people don´t want to hear. 
An evangelist doesn’t know about it in time. 
It would be great to give the Gospel, blessing, prayer, Bible, and give contact too. But we cannot push on people because it 
eliminated the power of the Gospel. That´s why evangelist must be led by the Holy Spirit, which knows about the work 
of all other evangelists and can use them next time. If we are led by the Holy Ghost, 
we give the best necessary help to the man.
The next important thing is motivation, which we need for evangelization.
We don´t want to seem like people which are wisdom by ourselves, but at every moment, we think about how to help them. 
We don´t evangelism for the thing that we have to do it, but for the reason of our heart which is broken for God´s things.
The heart without love is the stoned heart, it´s a heart without compassion. In this world, 
it is normal to be a man with a stoned heart. But Bible talks clear and it is good to try to be a good person 
and be such a man which our God is calling to be. 
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The Gospel is the power that brings God´s truth and God´s power.
The Gospel changes the world and living of people.
It changes the life of the person who hears it but it changes the life of the evangelist too.
The work in the vineyard is the way how to grow into the image of God.
Apostol Paul writes about the problems, which had on the way with the Gospel. His care about people makes 
him a good servant, which is the same, as his Lord.
Christ´s sacrifice shows us how deeply He thinks His saving the world. 
His love goes deep to the heart of the man and is too strong to do in him the new servant.
Words in the Bible are so deep and strong. When we read it, we know that we may do something for Him who loves 
us so much. The stoned heart must be changed to a loving heart. We started to serve, although we feel like on the weak ice, 
it is changing onto the hard way.
Preach the Gospel is giving the true, not only about Christianity and our organizations but 
about Love, compassion, understanding, and help.
A lot of people are sad, with burdens, and with scarfs, that´s the reason why we cannot be like someone, 
who hurts and hate. The Gospel is about love and truth, evangelist must stay in it.
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There was a tree deep in nature.

It had the good grain,
care,
bore fruits.
A lot of animals, birds, and people ate it.
It was a good tree and bore a lot of fruits.

Our growing must be so constant, and hard to successfully do the work for which we were there sent.
We must be strong and courageous to bear so good work which is so important in this world.
Today world is so difficult that the best is to let the leading to the King of kings and give all things to His hands. 
Without Him we can do nothing, the Bible says. In his hands, the service is growing and bears access. 
In the vineyard is working a lot of workers right now. The work is weight. But nobody knows about it, it is hidden 
to the very moment when we step into it too. 
We can than see a big family of God´s servants, which are not concentrated on themselves, they are searching the 
Lord with all their souls, gave Him their whole life and are there like foreigners.
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How much may we be a new person tells us a measure of Christ’s sacrifice. 
How deeply is Jesus decided about our new life, if He gave his own life before all eyes of people for us?
How urgent is His message for us?

If any man will come after me, let him deny myself, and take up his cross daily, and follow me.
For whosoever will save his life shall lose it, but whosoever will lose his life for my sake, the same shall save it. 
With what can we compare the value of our soul? 
We can decide about our future life. Do you believe that one time we will stand before our bill, and it will not possible 
to do anything with it at that moment?
Whosoever hearth these sayings of mine, and doeth them, I will liken him unto a wise man, which built his house upon 
a rock.
Do all things according to the Bible is wisdom. Live according to the words of God takes a lot of time, so it is great to start 
early. It is difficult to lay on the bed and remember all the good things which I did not make because our own body is not 
possible to move. It is too late.
And it is so easy to act like Jesus wants every day.
Live life with Jesus is like walking in the best way in my life I´ve ever could.

Notice, 
that those who were invited on the wedding day have only one easy decision, it seems like no matter if they will come. 
It was easy to say: No. And go back to the work. It was a normal day. But this decision was about their future. It seems no 
matter if you are serving God. But … you can be a big strong tree or dry tree, which bears no fruits. 
If we believe in God´s words, we will change our life. Do nothing for God bears no trust and no trust bears unbelief. 
It means life or death. The decision to do what God says to do is like saving myself.
Day by day is away.
And we have some work here. We must know it and do it. 
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The necessity to help those, who are lost, is so big, that we cannot be pointed at ourselves.
Understanding this reality change our hearts from stoned to loving.
The reality of Jesus´s desire to save them, His tears over them, lead us to act which will bear His joy and happiness. 
And it is about saving souls. Worrying about our own life is only fear, which is like lying, two disciples said that they had all, 
what they needed.
Every plant can become a big strong tree, it can grow and be stronger and stronger, commit sunshine and water, give 
flowers, and bears fruits.
The tree is here for giving fruit on this planet. We are buying trees because of the fruit. In Christianity, we don´t know 
anything about the moment in which the fruits arise on the branches. The tree doesn´t eat the fruit, it is giving it to others. 
We are doing a lot of things for the others too.
We do what they need, and it became fruits.
The question is how much we are responsible for our things and God´s things. 
It can be nothing for us if others are needy cause they are not our own family. But they are children of God, and they are 
those for whom He died, so their value is great.
We can give a lot of care to someone, and he doesn´t want to. Otherwise, we cannot be judge, if he doesn´t understand the 
Gospel. If he was hurt in the last, it is hard to hang relationship and give him the Gospel and love.
Over this, we needn´t lay it be. Even this work is really hard.
Forgiveness, love, compassion, and understanding are the doing power to receive the Good News and change a life.
We remember we may give, don´t take.
A well in us is overflowing and its beginning is in Jesus. In that very moment of love and compassion and don´t judge others 
Lord Jesus pushes us on the wings of eagles and loves us in overflowing love.
It is a place of aloneness, highs, and deep love.
Surrounding myself to the deep of soul for Gospel and saving others, is the wave, which our Lord knows, and is teaching us 
to soar on it.
Understanding bears heavenly places and heavenly answers.
The narrow gate is like surrounding myself without limits to God Lord Jesus and know our heavenly life. Behind the narrow 
gate come your freedom, lose your limits and understand your heavenly connection.
This is the win, for which is great to start this running.
A personal relationship with God, the Lord´s present, peace, and the Kingdom of God with us, it´s the thank to us, which 
we´ve never dreamed of. Nothing can compare it. Lord will thank you and will show you how much He likes it.
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If you want to have a relationship with God, there is one very important thing that is important to it. 
It is YOU, 
who have a high price for Him, and who is so important to Him. 
The real depth of your relationship with God is the beginning of success. Your lifetime, your person, your energy, your heart, 
these are parts of your love with God, where God must be the Lord.
God doesn´t want to control your life but build it.
Without love I´m nothing.

The sacrifice of Jesus Christ must be known to our hearts. His love must go to the deep. 
It is about personal meetings, silence communications, gaze to eyes, surrounding, and seeking His face.
Trust and relationship with God are arising slowly, it is necessary to hear His answers to our every question. 
It is our depending on Him and full surroundings, even if all people would be against us.
Even if it cost all my last, even if cost all of me, You God have a price for me.
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The deep surrounding of me, walking on God´s ways is a fact of understanding the Gospel when we burn the bridges and 
don’t look back. We continue letting all things behind and waiting for all things new. God sees our way which we started 
for Him and He is waiting we will go to the depth. He calls us to the depth of love, where I and all of me is baptism to the 
depth of His love and lives, breath, exist only from His God´s existence.
The full surrounding can long a lot of time but is just a little moment behind the point of braking own inner spiritual 
person. 
It isn´t killing or destroying, it is trusted being in His care. Hear Lord´s voice is the most beautiful 
experience of the Christian life. 
Lord answer all who find Him.
Every step near to the Lord can be like have an anchor in time of problems. 
Late, in a bad situation, we can have sureness and peace. Relationship with Jesus is for every Christians the strong board 
in the storm. 
If we have a bad experience it is so difficult to sure ourselves about Jesus´s help for us. We don´t believe in Jesus´s strength 
if we don´t have experience. We must know Jesus enough to have peace in hard moments.
That´s why is building trust with God so long because our experiences are changed slowly. 
When we don´t do anything for a new experience with God, the years are changed to areas of life. We often don´t have good 
experiences with God for whole life and Christianity is for us only the culture.
But Jesus may enter all areas of our life and we may be changed into a new person. The trusting relationship with God 
allowed Him to enter our lives and do many things in our lives and through us change other lives.
Trust is a very important factor on both sides of the relationship.
Know the love of Jesus opens us to God´s acting, understand God´s plan for us, we can enter to uniqueness which 
we in God´s eyes have and we know the true God´s goodness to us, that learn us to trust Him. 
The loving relationship is standing on trust, communication, and assurances in Him. These experiences bear assurance, 
and it is what we need in difficult situations. Build a relationship with God is the best what we can do for our good life. 
Without moments of silence, without a daily present, without a loving relationship, I wouldn´t enter to serving others.  
Love is a way that leads to other ways of love.
Love is the beginning where it all starts and where it all curs.
First, let the love of God comes to all areas of us and when it alone overcome all in us, then, as a result of love, our love asks: 
“And what can I do for you, my Lord?” 
Out of love, love responds with love.
To serve with love is the best what you can do.  
That service will not burn and not disappear. 
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Jesus´s hand was like my whole world. When He holds me, nothing was falling, and I was secured. He was for me everything 
and anything. The most beautiful Prince in all the world. It was He, who knows everything about me and holds me in every 
moment in my life. I didn´t want to live without Him. He was irresistible and undeniable.
He was the One who belongs the most and all secret things in me. No one can replace Him and His place in me. I gave Him 
all and was lost without Him. It was Him, who cared about me. He shows me how deeply He cares about me every minute. 
His love was so personal and so needy. His care was so high and taches me overall limits that I first said: “And what can 
I do for You?”
Be in love must grow into a relationship. When from love don´t arise relationship, both sides are empty and trust is away.
Motivation in service is always love and long terming relationship, this is the only way to be sure about it and don´t fall. 
When I was hurt, sad, alone Jesus come and was near a long time. He didn´t let me alone and stay with me.
Relationship with our Creator is very important for us. It´s free, and it´s for you. The first love hand in hand with serving 
God is necessary. This relationship bears success in all our life. This relationship is special and unknown to others and is like 
not from this world. The main is that is real and helps to a great life.
It is for us an anchor everywhere and in every life situation. 
Your Lover is with you everywhere and in every time and always know what to do.
It is necessary to be in a relationship with Him in time when we have no problems. It´s good to be with Him in daily life, 
and if problems will come it will be easy to take help from Him. From this relationship arise assurance, peace, trust, rest, 
ability to help others, health, a strong person, life without problems. 

I have started my relationship with Him by finding His presence. Prayers, reading the Bible, belief, and worship, which arise 
from the heart the most opened my heart. He came and healed me, share His heart with me, and teach me about the most 
important things in the world. He holds me in time of solitude and in hard times and always teaches me how to be free and 
just as I am. One thing which He so deeply holds was freedom for me. The biggest value had for Him my smile. For me was 
very interesting that He doesn´t want to miss my heart, but He changes all my heart things to set me free full freedom and 
can grow in my whole heart. 
It was a long time to change my life, but now I´m standing here like a person which is fully in love with Jesus and all the last 
is over. My Lord went with me through all depths, love, and all physical experiences in which I got deeply understanding. 
He went with me and secured me.
He is a true and real, gentle, and understanding specialist in the area of my heart. I understand that He is the Only One, 
in whose hands is my heart like in the wool. 
All areas of my life changed into heavenly places and He shows me how to live heavenly. 
Now I need His face and presence so strongly, my life is standing on Him. 
I miss His face, His presence if He wouldn´t be in my life. In this long relationship comes to my life the true peace, 
which God promised in His Word. Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto you. This peace is peace with God.
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For me, peace means the real resting of all areas of heart and soul. 
Peace calms all ways of our life and ensures a smooth process as a result of a confidential relationship with the Lord 
and depending on Him. Peace is to have all things, which was in your heart. Either you find in Christ more, or you have it in 
Christ. We are satisfied and at rest. For a long time, we are waiting for the fulfillment of God´s plan for our life. And if we are 
in this plan, we feel peace. The bad things God takes away and good realize. 
I was a big adventurer and loved traveling. And I desired to serve Him. And I had on my heart evangelization too. And to-
gether it was making sense in hands of God. This verse was spoken to my soul: Go into all the world and preach the Gospel. 
I was started with my family then continued with friends, my town, my region, my nation after this I was getting to the world 
to preach the Gospel in all these places. 
But the relationship with God was main. It was for me hard to realize to serve as a woman. A lot of times I was chasing this 
problem, but after it, I understood how big God´s power is too in this thing. And I receive that Jesus is for me enough. 
The relationship with God helps me be ok too in this thing. I was understood that God can do everything and that His plan 
can be filled through a lot of ways. Nothing is impossible to those who believe.
The relationship is important because of trusting God. The service to God is in the right view supernatural, in relationship 
with God we can see it and understand it. 
We know that service without the first love looks otherwise in the opposite of service with the full relationship with God. 
Lord says without me you can do nothing and what a big true is in it. 
The relationship with Christ is for me a fountain of strength and all from what I live. It is the love, which I need, help in 
every situation, wisdom and leading, assurance, and fortress. It is my home. 
Find this relationship can only you alone, nobody can help you. God will lead you the way through your heart and it knows 
only He. He knows you so deeply and He wants to lead you through this way. He can do it with great gentleness, and full 
caring. Your life became a story, which you like to read, and we understand ourselves and our work too. 
The work on the vineyard is specific. It is long work, on the sun, in the presence of our Lord, servants are happy and ok. 
Nobody wants to end, and a smile accompanies them there. Everybody knows about his value thanks to Lord´s presence.
In this work, we are not alone, but we are there always companied by Lord. If He is the Leader, there is peace, and being here 
is like to live a big love story. It seems that Jesus wants us to be happy in every moment of this service. 
The first love is number one in my life. Sometimes He wants something good to do for us in front of our work for Him. 
He is giving us a zealous desire to do all His wishes.
If we understand God´s heart, we understand a lot of things and are not as servants but as lovers.
If God leads all our life, we can be sure, that He prepares what we´ve never dreamed of.
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The deep love with Christ teaches us how to live another way. The world is not so bad if we are more 
than in it in the hand of God.
All this planet seems not so bad from above. 
Be in heavenly life is better than live only earthly.
The Kingdom of God is beautiful and is around us. 
The year of God’s mercy about which Jesus told we can have all our life.
Accessing the promises of Christ to our lives means to see it all what were first Christians, 
which know Christ personally, seen.
It must be so great to see, to touch, and to live what they on their own eyes saw, what they touched, and what they can live.
It was not able to live the old life, it was not able to forget, it was not able to go back to the old understanding of life when 
they opened the heavenly true.
They were the only ones who can tell others what they understood that life is more than living.
There were others and others to which belief in Christ was so important, they bring the same truth far and if we open our 
hearts to the real-life, then we will see what they saw, the words of our Lord became alive and what we read in the Bible is 
suddenly alive in us too. Our life is changed from earthly to heavenly. That is what is important to have a relationship with 
Christ because it changed our life and our understanding of service. If we love, service is not service but life, it is not only 
work but it is a desire in our heart that is deep and is important to us because we see the smile of our Lord.
In the middle of this world is a relationship with the Lord like an island on which everyone desires to stay. The lives of people 
are so empty without our Lord, our big friend. Being every day in His presence is like be a child which is in His care.
It is about a free and beautiful fly. Jesus´s presence is so wonderful. This presence gives us healing and love. 
Without the Lord, we cannot serve. He is the Leader. He has the instruction, strength for doing the work started in Him 
and the desire to do the work is coming from Him. Now we can see how important is love for serving. Work is telling about 
love and love is the main substance of the true work for the Lord.
Everybody wants to hear ´well done´ but at this time we can have only one reward. I love you! Love is our only one rest. 
If we want to have a relationship with God, we need a lot of time. But it is very good to build it because it is the best thing 
we can have. If we have a relationship with God, there are miracles too. 
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A lot of Christians dream about doing miracles and about a big service for God.
But I see only Jesus which did not want the glory of people but has the glory of God. 
Every miracle He does because of the needy of people. Human glory doesn´t belong to the Kingdom of God. First Christians 
didn‘t search for the glory of men, we know, they were hurt many times. They didn’t want to be known. 
The only thing which they searched was the love with the Lord.
They were in love with Jesus all the time. 
The main motivation was in love with Jesus.
For this love, they gave big sacrifices.
Their strong faith has arisen from assurance in Jesus. The love of Jesus was coming to their hearts. If you love, 
you want to follow, and you can serve God. If you serve God you know that Jesus loves you. Serving God is about running. 
You must be quick, and you must win. No matter if others are quicker than you. You must run so quickly you will win. 
If you do it, you can go through a stream, if you are a good runner, you will be before others. 
Running is difficult, but it‘s good.
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Without the Lord’s face on every step, I couldn‘t run further because 
only He knows the right curse. 
We are often alone. 
There aren‘t a lot of people which are runners. 
Maybe we are alone, but the eagle is alone too.
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Go to the depth of the Lord´s love is like flying above although we are 
alone. 
The Christianity of the heart is deep. 
This Christianity is not like teaching, but it is our life, it is our whole 
world. 
Fly high above the clouds is very difficult and it is necessary to be one 
with the heart of the Lord.
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To grow means not to teach but to surrender to the Lord. We are on His wings and He teaches us to fly alone. The time over 
there is so pleased that we don‘t want to go back. We were found there the real substance of life. To find the high areas 
means firstly find the depths of our heart. To fly and be over the clouds not depends on a good technology of fly, but it 
depends on the surrendering to the true essence inside of us which we are finding over there. We must find who we are 
in Christ and it became a breath inside of us. 
It‘s about freedom and a relationship with God, our Creator. This relationship is arising on total freedom and is smelling 
of love so deeply, that we are lost in it. And it depends on the surroundings. Be a good flyer in a strong wind over there is 
able only if we are surrendered to our Lord.
If we are free, we can receive the Lord´s will.
This God’s will is the truth that is speaking to our depth. Live a life according to the words of the Lord is like a long trip 
where we are runners, but suddenly in one moment, we are lifted on the wings of the wind.
At this moment we can see a new view and a lot of work is for us easier. We must be free, our hearts must be free 
and surrender freely to God.
If we love, we can fly. These places are two beautiful that we don‘t want to go back to, although we can fly again every next 
minute. We can fly hand by hand with every activity of our life, it depends only on our heart.
The strong thing is true forgiveness to ourselves and to see those things which were in our life as a plan of God. If we will OK 
about our past only then we can be true surrender to our Lord.
The joyful shout over the clouds is rising height and weight and it tells about a healthy person.
How then to be a good Christian? We must be free and don‘t beat yourself and be in the hand of Father.
If the Lord wants to come into your heart let Him enter, He will show you all things in your heart from another perspective 
and He will explain it all to you.
It‘s good to say fighting yes to the trip with God and find the truth in its real foundation. 
You must be able to be alone and stay standing even if you have nobody.
Then we can fly and we can find the foundation of the human heart.
Over there above the clouds, you can see the face of the One who wants you to be the winner, and who wants you to forgive 
yourself.
If you will find yourself, surely you will meet him.
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In the night the heaven is full of stars and I can see it and feel His Majesty and I know 
that the way with so great Lord will be so high.
Our dreams can be like bubbles in the universe in which we can fly, and we can find a sense in it. 
There will be a lot of heavenly things in which we didn´t early believe.
You can hear His ‘Yes’ to all your dreams in your life and His promises and the way will be before you opened as You‘ve never 
dreamed before. It is the way up and you don‘t need to go back because you belong there. This way is narrow and maybe you 
will be there alone. But is safe, especially if you are walking with your Lord. That‘s why is surrender so important. I know 
that all men find fulfillment in his heart. And I know that there are a lot of things which can be a part of our heart, but it is 
not able to have it. We will never have it. It‘s a lost fight. The only one way is Jesus. If you want to find the fulfillment of your 
heart then only Jesus is the way. 
Don‘t find anything else because under it is deep hell. Only Jesus can take you over to heaven. In this world only He is your 
Prince, only He can fill your heart, only He can give you your dream, only He can fill your wishes. Only He knows you and 
only He can be in you, He will love you, and He will hug you, He is singing over you, He is seeing over you. 
You have a big value for Him. He loves you so much that He would die for you and yes, really He died for you.
He could think over you when He was dying.
To God belong heaven, earth, sea, and all that is in it. Whatever you want, He understands it, and He knows how to give 
it to you.
A relationship with Him is the most beautiful what you can live, and live with Him is the most beautiful what can you have 
in your life. It‘s true although it seems blind. The relationship with Jesus gave me all that I ever want and supply all that 
I ever miss. To uphold law and justice, righteousness and right things are the best what you can do.
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The relationship with Christ is the way up. 
Friendship with Christ is a big part of belief In Christ. 
Knowing His face and knowing His person is the most important what we can do. Life without Christ has no depth. 
If we know grace and personal love, we are in full living. 
Jesus shows us His love very deeply, this became strength in us and then we can serve. Every day, in every heartbeat, in every 
sunshine, in everything around us we can see His love. Nobody of us can imagine the moment in which Jesus will come. 
Nobody of us can imagine the power of His presence so if we are in His presence, we are preparing for this moment, it is so 
beautiful and refreshment full. We must know Jesus before the moment in which He will come. We must be prepared and 
wait on Him. We can remember David and Lord, Abraham and Lord, Jesus and Father, and all the biblical persons which 
have a narrow relationship with Lord.
God’s presence is like bread for our soul. Be one with heavenly Father arises in us a fountain that refreshes all around. 
It‘s a fountain of strength, love, joy, and energy to do His will.  
It would be hurtful to lost contact, connection, or be out of God’s strength. God let us find Him if we search Him. 
In the silence of hurting heart, surrender crying, in break desire for His living water can we first see His face.
In the silent holiness and concentrating only on Him we can find what was hidden all the years. God shows us the truth, 
hidden beauty, and secrets. In full surrender, our courage and death of our soul we can suddenly be in the deep of deepest, 
the real foundation of our person, and there is Jesus invited by us. What a wonderful meeting. It is not possible to have this 
meeting with someone else. That’s why our heart can belong only to the One. It cannot be love to money, love to myself,  
or someone else, only Jesus is so gentle and so kind, and only He can go in without hurts.
In God‘s hands, you can break your limits, you can overcome human life, and be in His hand like a beloved child, His lover, 
and founded son which God so long search. When Jesus and Father will do His house in your heart you will be like 
in heaven. You will find the way home and it will be the most expensive thing in your life. It is unbelievable how big, faithful, 
and rich is our God. He knows every detail of your dreams and He can fulfill your wishes much more than you dreamed.
It is because He knows our hearts better than we. 
If He will decide to fill your dream you will get something better and more wonderful than what you thought you have in 
your heart. In one moment, you will look back and recognize how wonderful your life is. Trust, relationship with God, truly 
surrender all my life to the Lord and be alive from Him. It depends on us, we are free to don’t do it, but all areas which 
we gave Him He takes to His hands. If will you give Him all your life He will change it into the story of dreams. 
Trusting the Lord is great, it is relationship and love, and it araises from true heart.
If the king desires your beauty, don´t hesitate to live in the royal house.
Jesus said that a hundred times will be given back to them, who take everything to Him. And it is true.
Life, which you live for God is different from the life which we live for us. These lives are different. God has a plan for your 
life. And it is better than your best dream. God is God and has gigantic possibilities.
If you mean that your dreams are bold. He knows what to do and He can join your dream with His plan for your life. 
The dream in your heart can be there for His reason. Never mind that you don´t understand it. Relationship with 
God is about whole change. From ungenerously to generously. Which you never mind, that you can live. 
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The Kingdom of heaven is a wonderful world, 
                   yes, we have troubles when we are preaching the Gospel,
                                but this world gives too much beauty. 
Those who do not believe it must remember what is being in love with someone, where breathe one for the other 
                   and want to comfort him.
I know that all that God does for me do it because of loving me.
God always calls us farther, deeper, higher, and wider. He wants to show us how big is His love for us. If we discover it, 
                   in these dimensions we stay, and we can understand things better, and we can live better. 
Very important is to surrender and have trust. 
A lot of things will be changed, for this reason, we don´t have to do anything about it. 
If you believe God, He will be faithful to you. 
I´ve started to serve my Lord only for His joy and His love started pouring out and chasing me like a waterfall, 
                   which stream we can´t stop. 
I belong to Him from the top of my head to the tip of my toes and this relationship was for me everything.
He was my strength, and the fountain of my life, it´s not an organization, a meeting of people, or other else, it is only HIM. 
All service fountain from the relationship with Him. 
This relationship is my all life too, in all surrender to Him I live.
This life leads me to the higher areas, where is my all, new life, treasures, personal life, and so deep joy. There is hidden all 
my person, I´m the one with Jesus and with Father and bear a lot of fruits. This life is for me such wonderful joy. My life fully 
belongs to Him and I´m living all that I ever want. I´m like a princess in Prince´s hands, I found peace, He hears my voice, 
and I´m the child in Father´s hands. 
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How expensive are for me thy heaven´s heights?
The beauty of a relationship with Christ is so intensive, that you can live from it. 
It´s beauty without limits. Over there are no limits. 
It is so beautiful to live because He is Life. 
It is so beautiful to smile because He wanders my smile. 
It is so beautiful to be hidden with Christ in God, in the most secure place. 
The identity of you is over there known in all truth, there is no doubt of it. 
The assurance of eagle flight is undoubted. 
Yes, you are beautiful just as you are. 
You are loved and in your value so necessary. 
Find myself is so important because only in this staff we can use our gifts from God and create from the depth of soul 
what gives others the true depths of their life. 
Your flight learns others to fly, your courage awake courage of others. 
Your understanding of your values helps to find the value of the others and the true acts are born.
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Who is our God? And who are you? How big is your potential? Which potential holds God in His hand? The Word of God 
tells about all these points very positively, so in the depth of your soul, in the height above you, length, and breadth 
in Jesus´s arms you will understand the truth. 
The pillar of Christianity is in love with Jesus. 
The first relationship God with Israel people were about love and trust. Israel was the first love of God, on which the Creator 
doesn´t forget. There we can see the relationship with God too. The thing, that He invites lately all other people means that 
he invites us to love. 
The message, which God gave to the world is it is loved. 
For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in Him should not perish, but have 
everlasting life.
The Father gave His Son because of love and Son gave His life because of love too.
We see this love and it wakes up the love to Him, changing our life to a relationship full of love with God. The service is 
arising from love with Jesus. When we read the Bible, we find a lot of truth that speaks about our giving back to Him. 
We know that heart which knows the love, is giving back the same love and the fulfillment of it is service to God. It is a true 
service, remains, and bears a lot of fruits. The tree naturally bears fruit. Jesus gave us to much, that this fruit must overflow. 
Every man has prepared a plan for his life from God. And if the answer to His love the way of our love, surrendering because 
of love, than he understood the way of love, where he surrendering all that he has because of love, and is wondering live only 
for love, than is the plan for his life opened. This man was counted greatly his outlays and prepared well his plan of building 
a house and is greatly preparing for eternity.
He who doesn´t live God´s plan for his life maybe doesn´t yet understand the love which is loved. Your living God´s plan is 
evidence of understanding God´s love. It is evident that we were overwhelmed by His love and surrendered all our life and 
believed all that Jesus said and counted well outlays and we are going successfully finished our belief. The true surrounding 
is the answer and understanding about what is here going – preparing for eternity. If most of us are still saying: ´I have a 
new pair of bulls, don´t be angry, I will not go to your celebration. ´ or are very lax and are not going with wedding clothes we 
are not able to stay. Lord is worthy of all we have. And we know the best is to be well prepared for eternity. I often see many 
of us live their life another way, then I ask: ´Did we believe the speech of our Lord? ´ 
I know how hard is for us to change the direction. But Lord´s words are the most important for our life. We are invited to 
change our life directly. We do it because of love for our Lord not because we would have to. If it would be command it would 
not be our gift, it would be like be a slave and it would not be because of a surrendered heart to the Lord and true 
Christianity. There is a lot of bad ways which do not direct to the Kingdom of God. That‘s why is better to remain longer in 
Lord’s love. When it will come, it will beautiful like a flower and it will touch us. There will be change, which changes all our 
life. Be ready servant depends on our life. Surrounding, love, answers are for us like doors to the change. When we are ready 
then we can see our true service and we know how big responsibility is here and it means to let the Lord be the Leader and 
we are with Him in God, without Him we can do nothing, and only thanks Him we can be the tree which bears a lot of fruit. 
Fully surrounding is very important. Our everlasting life is very important, and we must do count what we must do and 
then do it. The gift of God is so big that He is worthy of our answer. The best answer for love is to love. Surrender heart 
cannot do something else. The surrender is the door. There is a lot of places in the Bible where we can read about full 
surrender, we can see it is very important what we will answer. What about the wedding clothes, oil in the lamps and pound 
laided up in a napkin, setting the sheep on right hand and goats on the left, distribution on big and small fishes and others 
about which our Lord is speaking.
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I‘m sure a relationship with God full of love do us successful in every area. If we are really in love with Jesus, surrendered 
to Him, in knowing His words and trusting in His plan it is like surrendering all to Him, lost hours of our own lives for Him. 
Because of the reason, we can live. If we surrender all we have, then we will have 100 times more about Jesus was talking 
about. It is the Kingdom of God among us and the narrow way on which is not everyone going. It is a beautiful love that is 
enough for all eternity. This love is raising to a true change of life, forgiveness the sins, surrender, the new creation is born, 
we are the child of God, the bride of Christ and we are like Christ too. It bears love to my neighbor in church like to the one 
body. It teaches us think right and it teach us right obey God. The adult Christian in love of Jesus have the mind of Christ 
and have potential to change the world the same way likes our Lord. It is healthy adult in love of Christ. He is able to answer 
with the same love. And all his life is full of healthy teaching of Christ. It is he who find the beautiful pearl and he sell all 
what he had do buy it. The fully surrender bring freedom from a ego, chains and lead us to the peace, freedom and we are 
free from our last.
The new god´s world is fully new, and it is good to enter it.
Our surrender is the minimum when we compare it with the new world when we see what is waiting on us. Jesus said that 
in the Father´s house are a lot of rooms. He swears us a big future. God wants to save all over the world. It is big work and 
there is a lot of need for help, so why don‘t be the helper?
There is a lot of people around us which need our help and they are waiting for the moment of knowing Jesus. To overflow 
His love for them is so easy if you know how much He loves you. And so the soaring on eagle wings is understanding His 
heart, His plan, His love, and understanding the change we may do. The main is the heart, your decision, belief in God´s 
help, strength to do it in every season even if it will take all, and the joy of unity with Christ.
Jesus is then real for you much more than early and to our ‘Yes.’ He answered quickly and direct. With Him, you can walk 
on water, be in the seaside at the moment, stop the storm, heal the sick, be lord above demons, raise the dead. With Him, 
you can stand strong and don‘t be worried. With Him, you can know His love.
In all of this, He remains the main point of all of this. He alone is the Alpha and the Omega of all living He is so beautiful, 
and He will fill you with love on every part of your way of life. The love with Christ is the most which we can find, and from 
which all is arising, and all are leading to it.
Miss the love of Christ is a terrible situation and the most horrible situation of living.
I was writing a lot about our answer to the true love of Christ. After our answer comes to His answer which is higher 
according to our love for Him. In the true God‘s plan for our life brings the next answers of love which is closer and closer. 
Is this possible to know Christ better and better and His love can be closer and closer, and we can see Him more clearly. 
Who saw His light of beauty know how beautiful is this coming closer to Lord and how pleasant is it. Steps to Christ 
and answers to questions are for us so beautiful. Is this like a gift for us? He is our gift.
The way to the Lord can be far but the way with the Lord is always effective and bears a lot of fruits.
It is not a long way because Lord is coming for us and He helps us. The way endures through all life but the change 
of life is quick.
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My pleasure to live for Lord 

A lot of things in our life want us to get to a stressful life, but live for Christ is easy.
Don‘t let the thorns kill us.
Live for and in the Kingdom of God is our destiny.
The house of God is full of love, peace, and enduring work for God and rest too.
It is so great to be God´s child and live in the Father’s house and be in the full care of Him.
Every word in the Bible remains and we can depend on it.
We know that the Bible gives us answers on what is expected from us and answers about His care about us. 
In every area of us, we will not want anything because of His care.
There is a whole new life and this life is real.
Yes, there is a life full of freedom, fullness, and joy in the hands of Jesus. 
This life is all prepared for us.
We can see things the other way and we can live another way in this life. 
We are only servants of God and we don‘t have human glory.
But we are God´s children and we have full care.
The spiritual things are stronger than thoughts of the body and things of the earth. 
We understand our life like unity with Christ
                               and a relationship with Him and life with Him lead all 

You are not from the world you are God´s.

You are listening to the commandments of God not the commitments of the word,
                              you have a narrow relationship with God and
                                                     all see like in paradise in the beginning.
Your inner stuff overflows out and all is through this Love of God changed and lead.
I think this is the Kingdom of God about which Jesus told.
So we can see, this life is for us a pleasure, although we take away all for it.
So the service is a pleasure and the full surrender to the Lord is win.
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Why are people worried to change their life?
Again I want to come back to the trust in every God´s word.
I think, if we understand the truth and believe, it leads us to a change of life. If we are dependent on God’s words because 
we believe them, it will start the heavenly rules in our life which are true and makes. The key to the change is belief and it 
means depth belief, our personal belief, the thing in which we believe inside of us. We must understand the true belief in 
God change life and bear a lot of fruit. If we believe the truth of God´s word it will see outside. Apostol Paul writes that we 
have to show our belief in our doing. A lot of Christians are talking about a deep change in life. Not only with mouth show 
we that we believe in Jesus like our Saviour but first in our heart from which rises change of person and life. Such Christian 
then services God with all he has. It‘s clear did he understand the law of Christ. This Christian became the bareness tree 
and Christianity is spreading all around him. It seems like in the first time of the Church of Christ which is in the Bible. 
All other substances, traditions, opinions, teachings dirt the clear relationship of Christian. The way out of these lies is only 
Jesus Christ alone. His light shines overall darkness and leads us to the light.
Thinking about our lives and the desire to change it raised from receiving the God word, not all things around. 
It is necessary for our life to find the truth, we must find the way and live the law of Christ we want to save our life even if 
we have to lose it there. Lord said, that he who searches finds, so we can know, that the way out is existing. The other thing 
in our life, which can stop us, is we don‘t want. For this reason, is good to have compassion, find in us a kind heart, and see 
the people need us. It is very good for us and for them too. I know, saving others is a service for us too, because it is an act 
in which we save us too. In a lot of things, we must be pioneers and don’t be worry about doing things the other way than 
others. Be someone new, act new and dare to think otherwise, it is the way to freedom for which it is good to fight. The cause 
of success is always a willingness to act, even though we are aware that we will be alone in it. Take courage, be courageous, 
be in fire for Lord’s work. Sureness in our right acting must we find in our belief in God‘s word. Now we can see that in this 
acting we are changing to the strong person, we can walk on the water, it means believe our Lord, be a strong tree which 
fulfilled his destiny, and be an eagle which is good in his first flights. There are a lot of stories we can tell, but this life alone 
teaches us about every step. Our clear and soft acting is very strong depended on the truth and surrender to God. Be patient 
with God’s voice, thinking about God word, and thinking about my personal life is the way far ahead. One of the main rules 
of my life is be depended only on the Lord. I don‘t want to be depended on the people and do the idols. I was finding God’s 
face which is open to all of us. It is a strong security against being a slave, own, blindness and do idols.
It is an easy way, not difficult, it is the truth.   
Lord does not do anything for us difficult. In all of the Bible, everything is very easy and it depends on the loyalty of heart, 
it depends on my personal life and my personality. How I act, how I am surrendered to God, how I was changed my life. It is 
not difficult teaching which must be deeply studied and in which we must to be learned a lot of teachers. If we are coming 
to God with our own heart, then we can know now-how.
 In this way, we can see a lot of Christianity is understood by us, and our life is on the right way, and now we can only add 
what is breadth, length, depth, and height. These things are individual, dependent on the heart, and only Lord knows them, 
so we don‘t have the overall rule for them.
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We can search the universe in us, too big value, it is more than all the world. It is not possible to write how many 
the Lord gives to you and what He sees in you. It is the place where started your relationship, a personal value, plan, God´s 
commitment, and result. Enter the depth of myself is the way up. The love is the wind that lifted us and God’s presence is 
a sureness that this way leads further than the others. To open our hearts, the main thing is like open the book with Jesus’s 
own story. It is about friendship, love, the highest point, the beauty of our life, and the fullness of all the areas. Interestingly, 
we don‘t need anything other than myself and Jesus. There are a lot of things around us that can teach us, lead us, helps 
us, encouraged us, or walk with us on our way. And too there are a lot of important minutes we need to be alone. Our value 
system, which shows us how much time we give to each of them, may have Jesus in the first place. He alone then leads our 
way. If are problems on our way, lies and evil things, which we must find and destroy, is the Bible for us the only one factor 
which takes us back in the right way.
Spiritual gifts can help us, but we are still only a man who loves Jesus. The spiritual gift is for our help. In the same way, 
as other opinions are for us help. We remain a man who is alone only with Jesus, and have a good mind and know about 
his values. Jesus alone was and always will be the only One, it is the best build our house only on Him, and don‘t choose 
another way. He can use the Bible, people around, books, friends, and other ways to show us something.
It would be very difficult to take Jesus of all that we live and what is around us and what is inside of us. 
He‘s the God of all that exists. For this reason, it is easy to find Him. The personal key to personal searching is our own 
heart. The unity with Christ gives us the Kingdom of God which is like paradise and which is for us very expensive so we 
must secure it, nothing can give it away. Love is the base of our Christian life. The result is a change of personality and 
change of life. A lot of teachings are for us difficult but we know the only one is important –
to search the Lord.
The service is the personal desire to fulfill the Lord’s wish, there we can find personal fulfillment and a new life. The old life 
is changed to the Kingdom of God and the living God‘s plan for us. This is easy. The Leader of it is Lord of all the earth 
universe and all that exists. Surrendering to God is the most beautiful human living, it is to be in the river of God’s spirit.
Lord leads us on the way of victory in our personal lives, there is a lot of problems out and in, but God´s word leading us, 
and in the first place is Jesus and all around we can see like help, but we cannot comprehend it 
with the relationship with God.
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Pilgrim  

He is coming through the country, he knows the world.
He understands a lot of things, he finds wisdom.

This wisdom changes people´s life.
He wasn‘t under any structure or company.
His life was slowly, he finds a lot of values.
With every new human story, he can see 

           he was further on the way of wisdom.
The deep peace and rest were with him.

This pilgrim finds the wisdom 
           because of a lot of stories he saw

                     and he let it enter and remain in his heart.

Wisdom shows him like to live.
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Son

There was a boy.
He lived with his father.

They had a small house behind the tree
                  and they were working in the field.

They didn’t be cheap, they were poor 
                  even they had enough.
The boy had peace inside of him,

                  he has everything that he needs because of the work on the field, and the living by the tree, and because                       
                  of the relationship with his father. 

The father´s peace and kindness give the boy all wisdom and satisfies.
The idol of the father was perfect for the boy,  with the perfect relationship with father makes the beautiful son´s life.
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Every land is not the same and in every nation can we find other human stories. The Kingdom of God is everywhere and 
connect us. There are a lot of stories about God’s power in human lives, about human searching and finding and victory 
of God in their lives. It was so beautiful to see God´s power in the mighty moving the world and human beings. Share the 
gospel, cast out demons, heal the sick, take care of the people in the needy, and fulfill the whole Lord´s will, it is the biggest 
story of my life. There is a lot of human stories that changed my life in the days of service to God. The decision to preach the 
gospel bears first the big fight and then a big human story of miracles, unexpected things, and changes of life, which we 
will forever remember. This service gave me a lot of friends, a lot of relationships, every one of them was for me a blessing. 
There were suddenly meetings, important for our service, the new relationships and renewing the olds. There was a reality 
be known person which is in others life important because of the gospel.
Steps of my Lord were leading me to the streets, towns, undergrounding bands, a circle of human society, churches, nations, 
and lands. Human companies were hit by pain, manipulation, pride, bad past, various dependencies, and human worries. 
On the color scale, we can tell about grey, dark and black colors.
It was clear, in the darkest places was the biggest needy where we must help. The gospel is like a knife, which can like the 
only one, cut us from darkness, and set us free. It brings a lot of changes in our life which are for us setting free no matter 
if we are safe or not. Preach the gospel around the world was like cutting good from bad with God’s words according to the 
will of God, and it gave us all rest. Everyone needs to listen to the Gospel, for the reason to enter the rest, which brings our 
decision. It means to stop to be drawn by the world, have ability to decision.
What‘s a big rest for our soul. It means give answers, suddenly a clear answer to our life. Preach the gospel was like be the 
light for the world and show the right direction. There was a lot of what we must repair, rebuilt, change, and renew. There 
were a lot of people need assurance,  courage to be strong again and give hope. There were a lot of places of   Hopelessness 
that were renewed through a message about God. There were a lot of eyes which were gazed on us with believing the truth 
which was spoken.
This God’s Word, which we preached, was alive, awaked hearts, and took them out of chasms. We were going through the 
world, part of the world, and the word of truth we are preaching changed lives in one minute. We sowed the seeds that can 
grow alone and bear the fruit. Days for the gospel were not lost in the last, but are alive forever. They bear the smile of the 
King of kings and were able to change our life into paradise. How beautiful is working on the vineyard.
P. was a boy believing in Christ and searching for help from Him, although he doesn‘t know the Bible and the biblical terms. 
But he has a pure heart and God was his friend. I like to stay in freedom of all of us, and I don‘t want anyone to press to the 
box of Christianity, but I let everyone take what he wants. P. wants to share the Gospel with us, so we accepted him and let 
him learn new things from us, our talking, experiences, and to feel the surrounding heart. He had a strong compassion 
for people and done all with heart, he was courageous to testimony others about Jesus and he became an evangelist at the 
moment. He had enter to the underground group of people in drugs where he brings the message about salvation. Not only 
we had given to him, but he had given us too. I can see how it sees be in love with others, share with others all that I have, 
and how to really know our heart.
L. was a man who had a hard last and his family too was not good to him, although he has all that he needs, he was sad. 
He was crying before the Lord, enter many times, Lord saves him from illness, he alone said how big value has God for him. 
He can know new things about Christianity from speaking in the church where he was sometimes with us.
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Next man, the God personally saved and we can be a part of it, was S. Man with a small disability, maybe because of it God 
choose way good for him... when he was reading the Bible he saw Jesus. It was beautiful for him and an experience with 
living God. There were a lot of such experiences of people in other times.
Now P., when he met with Christ, was healed from cancer. He can feel the touch and it bears change of life.
Too lady which cannot believe that God can heal her, change her opinion after prayer for the leg which then doesn‘t hurt. 
It is a surprise for her. Then she was telling about it her sister and both can listen to the Gospel.
A man in a wheelchair cannot believe in healing but the love of God touches him when he saw praying for his healing. 
This love changes his heart.
Three young boys deeper in problem pleased us for help than they opened the Bible and receive the prayers and with thanks 
leave us. After a week they were coming to the church.
A deeply believing Catholic desired after the Holy Spirit is setting free from demons and then received the baptism 
in the Holy Spirit.
And one of a million homeless for example every day praying to God and we are coming like an answer and give him the 
direction to the right way. It is night but he speaks with us long. 
Such people which are asking the God we meet many times and we are for them an answer.
There are a lot of people with illnesses, crying, sadness, they are alone and they don‘t know the love of Christ and meet us. 
There are a lot of stories.
There are a lot of people which are growing through the gospel after two or three years they can organize evangelization 
alone and help thousands of people.
There are a lot of junkies that must go to the helping organization but after prayer is situation another and the people can 
see God‘s miracles.
There are millions and millions of stories and God alone knows the human hearts. Reactions of people, their free decisions, 
are known to His wisdom.
We know that every man can fall apart or grow without our knowing.
But we know surely we gave them the helping God‘s hand. And the work of the Holy Spirit is perfect.
Trust in the Lord is a sureness we can have. the same way as Paul was sewing and Appolo was watering, So we were sewing 
and others were watering and God gave grow.
We know about changes in towns where the Gospel overcame the darkness, Gospel is changing human lives, and the dark-
ness and problems in the towns are overcoming. The Gospel change reality.
Our work is well done and gives joy to the Lord.
A man we met told us we are the fifth Christians in his life helped him and now we know we are building on the job 
of others. The man received Christ as a Saviour, his wife was healed from mute after the stroke before our eyes. 
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There is a lot of stories of feeding the hungry which helps better to understand the gospel and love.
The needy among us is for us to open the opportunity to help. Can we see inside of them Jesus and will we help them?
Will we be well makers which know God´s will?
Or will we shut the eyes before them as many times?
There is a group of men who have full faith in miracles. They often are healed in a minute because of their faith. 
It is possible, you can be on evangelization full of worries and fear and you will meet such man. After your words of Gospel, 
this man will catch the hope he can be healed. You will pray for him and suddenly, you will see this man will take up his 
head, and will thank God for healing. It will be a miracle for you, because of his faith. 
Two normal people, decided to go preach the Gospel for two hours, can change the story of the life of many people. We must 
see what potential is in us. God is waiting for our steps. And this is visible things, but what about invisible things? 
For example cards and ads. How many people can be touched, and their sad soul can be raised in the story of the Lord´s 
cross.
A lot of people are living in unknowing, they think they are Christians and they can sin. They are going around 
and try to miss Christ. Our speaking about Gospel can be safe for them, and they can go out of satan‘s liars. 
A lot of people don‘t have a Bible. When we will give it to them, we are helping them to live better and with God and they are 
further over miles and years ahead. If they will know the truth, they will be searching for meetings of Christians 
and they will faster grow.
A lot of people from churches were joined with us or some evangelist went with us to some towns and helped us with 
evangelization there. Help between Christians is very important. A lot of churches gave us evangelization materials, others 
were prayed, and others were going to the street with us. Those who were going with us can live his change in life. 
Evangelization change opinions and heart. That´s the real reality that speaks about acting for the comfort of others if we 
have an alive heart and are going to save others. We are a fulfillment of the law of Christ and are becoming worthy of God’s 
mercy. That´s why the service to the others is for us alone saving.
A lot of churches want to act to save others, they donate, pray for saving the world, but there is a lot of organizational things 
which don‘t let to do the true acts of salvation. And so a lot of things which are not important go before the really important 
act of salvation. The important is often forgotten that‘s what does a heart alive, and before it are going things what are not 
important and what does our heart so hard. Try to have a good function, great structure, good name, and interesting 
program, good reputation learn us to be someone known. But the right is to be the company which is the good fighter for 
just and righteousness, full of compassion to set the people free, learn us to forget me, and be like Jesus. That´s why 
the normal evangelization for salvation of others is not inviting to our organization, which want to be known to the town. 
That‘s the step to our understanding. Our heart full of compassion start to be on right way and we are getting 
closer to the Lord‘s heart.
It is not good to be separated from the world because it means don‘t see or cannot see or closed eyes before the unluck 
of other people. It is something like blindness making or is made from a hard heart.
It is not acting about the law of Christ, although we are Christians and know the Christians’ thematics very good. If we don’t 
preach the Gospel and don’t live according to the law of Christ through his life. It is the reason for the false meaning 
of people, that church is only the place of faith in God and the place of fights too, and there is a fight for man´s glory instead 
of pureness. It ends with divorce and we don‘t want to join on the job for salvation. The Christ way is the way to the middle 
not out. 
All of us may try to be one and act to saving non-believers, help the sick, and the needy.
It is so easy, we don‘t need anything more.
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So I understood that there is a need for help in the churches too. They need to be changed and know how to live cording to 
the law of Christ. There were missions in the streets and speaking in churches too. We were preaching the Gospel, helping 
the needy, and praying for healing for years. We were traveling through the Czech Republic and others lands around and 
in some other lands where we were sent by Lord. This continues. Lord alone chosen good people to lead the evangelization 
and evangelization trips. In every land, we have the main friend which can speak the local language, know the land, have 
relationships with churches in that place, and can lead the team which can do God‘s will. This is Lord‘s work, thanks to Him 
we can work, change lives, and the earth. The biggest part of our helping is to the needy, for the reason Jesus helped them 
too because they are searching for Him. We can see, people which are ill receive the gospel and help of food very well. 
The other part of our helping is for the people with illness because we know how terrible is to be in cage of pain. We know 
how terrible is to be alone because of illness. I think the illness of body or of soul is like be without freedom and cannot be in 
the Kingdom of God on this earth. Jesus came to set this prisoners free.
At the end of setting free is joy.
The joy of children of God is the Kingdom of heaven in its fullness.
Set these prisoners free is our big job.
The last part of preaching the Gospel is the group of all people of all language, skins, opinions, characters, rich or poor, 
and all stuff of knowing this salvation in Christ.
There is a lot of alone, sad, dependent, handcuffed ones in this group. We are trying to help them. There are faith, hope, 
and touches of the Lord. Hip every doing we are narrow leading because we are preaching the truth inside of love which 
bears peace and answer.
God swears He will be close and He is faithful. His heart touches the hearts of people. He is personally touching them, 
and those who feel the touch, either are going away or are saved. In a few minutes, Lord can break the chains, set the capti-
ves free, and open the doors. He gives them answers, cast out demons, raise the dead, and give joy.
He is decided to win.
How will human hearts answer?
Are they changed, are they in love with Him and are saying: “You are my Lord, I belong to you. What can I do for you? 
My life belongs to you, I never wanted to leave you alone?”
What proportion of such cases is in the Bible compared to the full number of respondents the true in love? And here we can 
understand the full character of Lord´s job on the earth, which we find in our evangelization too. Lord gave inviting to all 
people, He can help everyone, most people don‘t want this help and continue with old life and only one part change whole 
life. Do you remember the story about the sower, about ten lepers and only one is returning to give thanks? That‘s why it is 
not important to see responsibility by preaching the Gospel. To the evidence of the effectiveness of the Gospel are we getting 
in the moment of service, because we see to their eyes? You can ask why we do it when you don‘t see into the eyes 
of the afflicted when you don‘t listen to the stories about their horrible life, and so don‘t understand the real urgency.
I was amazed when we met the woman 50 years old which doesn‘t yet listen to the Gospel. Through all these 50 years 
the Gospel didn‘t get to her.
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There is a lot of imbalance with the death of a beloved one and false dominions of his presence often simulated by demons. 
Such people are crying and are not possible to let it go away without the help of God. The need for someone initiated into 
a Christian theme is needed to get out of this.
Hard illnesses of soul started with aloneness, hatred of family. There is a lot of divorced, abandoned old people, abandoned 
children, hopeless drunks, lost addicts. Of all these mazes of human lives is Jesus the only one fast way up and ending of all 
suffering.
How great is God’s power in these stories of darkness. How much was done as an answer to a player of Christian which 
understands what to do. And the first calling on Christ is like getting from down to up, on the top of the mountain, all must 
give way for this new child of God, mountains are falling and deeps are strength, and have to be okay in the life of this child.
In foreign lands, it is not the same.  The country is telling about this, the human system there too. People on the island are 
living another way when the sea is looking the same every day and the sun is shining over our heads and where the human 
system is not so hard like in Europe for example where all must be ready on time and where is a big pressure on every man. 
Another way lives people in the mountains where the weather is hard and people know about the dead every day. 
Lifetime is either slow or fast according to how deep we are.
We can understand how to live deeper, in value of life with true in our minds, which is touching us and never leave or live 
superficially, in chaos and obligations.
How much Jesus talk about worries and mammon and how much He showed how to make it with all.
He emphasized the deep value of heart and love He started with His job. All world is crying under the weight of how much it 
understands it. Many times we have to throw away all things, turn ourselves away, and go ahead. After this step, is before us 
opened a new beautiful country and bigger values, although we don´t yet know about it.
How big mazes are before us on the way through Our unbelief in God‘s word, how big mazes of the human world, how big 
mazes of Christian’s world, before we open the gate of God´s vineyard and we became those who understand.
This big anthill and the 100% work of Jesus´s servants started build Lord Jesus alone and done with us the same thing in 
the time of our starting to serve as JESUSFORYOU. It is His work He alone leads it and spread it around to all the corners of 
the world. It is a part of the world work God´s church working at the same time with us and because of fulfilling the law of 
Christ we are together the body of Christ.
How can I recognize my brother and the part of one body? So that he is saving people and according to changed heart he´s 
changing the world.
But I don´t write it to conviction, we know about the good Christian access to others which Is full of love and hope 
for betterment. Every Christian is for us valuable brother for whom Jesus died and paid the highest price. 
Condemnation does not belong to love.
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God gives us miracles meetings and so our steps are crossed with people, which are very important in our service. 
This way we gave the praying team and new evangelists in foreign lands too.
It is not known which way the people take contact on us. It is good help them follow Jesus and receive them to our team. 
Give opportunity to be an evangelist gives Christians so big growing, that we think, that every man thatt wants to evangelize, 
can evangelize because his heart full of compassion is enough and it shows us how far is he on the way of following Jesus. 
We don‘t want to judge according to our eyes instead of judging the righteous judgment. Believe in God´s leading and trust 
in Him gives us courage. 
We often receive warnings from Lord and so we don‘t do it. Lord is giving us the strength to go through problems and He 
alone leads us through it. A lot of problems He overcomes alone by showing the man his error. As evangelists, we must see 
things correctly. We know about the strength of a small man in the opposite of a big and prideful known man. Not outside 
but inside is hidden the true value. Remember the white tombs. It is possible to be a known man but inside with an empty 
heart and far from Lord. This is how we often get into slavery and fear of people.
But Jesus came to set us free and to learn us obey His commandments, not human commandments. The strength of the 
service of the heart is so big, we don‘t need to be in a worry when we say ´no´ to the world and bad things. Lord is protecting 
us and any man puck us of His hand.
It is good to say something about zeal. Zeal is important in the service of an evangelist. When a servant finds the right 
direction and is following it he needs only one thing and it is zeal. The zeal deletes the false assumptions about how far we 
can be lazy and when we must break or stop. No, zeal is telling: go, run, go ahead. Strength? It will be given to you. Enough? 
Is with us. Comfort? It was never stopping. We are not telling about destruction but about steadfast steps, directed acts 
followed wisdom. Without it, we are not able to fulfill the 100% plan for our life. I‘m speaking about inner desire to go 
ahead, breathe with the breath of Lord, love without the rest, don‘t turn back, burned bridge, go ahead to give the word for 
saving and all what he need from me. We must understand the highest work of the Gospel which is building through us. 
We are running a wild run, we are destroying the darkness through the God´s strength, and we are achieving our freedom. 
Yes, we must breathe, se must live, se must handle the task, we must... about it speaks our life, otherwise se die. This wild 
fight for salvation od souls bring life to us too. We must to give a piece of our work on world God´s work. We must change 
the world, we must … it has value. Understand, life is wild fight. Where only strong bitted to our work in a steadfast zeal 
working we are taking to win. I am running to be first, Paul was writing, it is zeal, without zeal is not our work find perfect 
according of what our Lord waited. I see the work of zeal God’s servants and their working which is changing the world in 
a big measure. There is place for own style, opinions, and acting. Knowing about own value concentrated on our plan Lord 
spread before us, we are fighting the fight for brothers, souls, and with it we don‘t see after worries and circumstances. 
We are working till we will fulfil the plan. Lord‘s steps didn´t leave the Father‘s plan too. To the great working we are taking 
through zeal and great direction.
In my opinion, zeal is great and bears fruit. Only work made in full deployment, done with 100% effort is like a bump in 
satan’s world and it is able two grow around. If we are not stopping this zeal and are working with steadfast we can win all 
areas and win the fight. Zeal delights us from laziness, thinking about other things, losing direction, and taking cold. 
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We know that Lord such people spues out of His mouth. Running is good for us.
Rest is hidden in the first love and the relationship with Lord. Our work gives Him joy and so our relationship is growing. 
The relationship is not able to take away from service.
We know that Lord such people spues out of His mouth. Running is good for us.
Rest is hidden in the first love and the relationship with Lord. Our work gives Him joy and so our relationship is growing. 
The relationship is not able to take away from service.
I like the light of other servants, I like to be a while in there light and see their work, I like the 100% work of others. The 
work of others is for me so great. There is something beautiful in 100% surrender and work for the Lord. In this light, I am 
resting. Maybe I feel someone is working instead of me. It is great to get to the line of 100% work of others and realized that 
together we occupied so a big area. This is my comfort, it refreshes me. But I know my work no one can do instead of me, it 
must I run alone. To see someone else who is running on 100% like me, in the great zeal, and the right direction is for me 
the best joy. I love the evangelization work of others around and I am amazed at 100% work of them that bears grandiose 
fruits. There is a lot of smaller work which has to be done, but they bear bigger work. It is large work. So we can have joy 
from others and have rest in the work of others.
This is light for my soul in which I am moving. And I‘m feeling be in a real body of big anthill, the big and large vineyard 
of God where everyone gives great work and together we are taking to our end the Salvation of souls.
That‘s why we cannot speak only about my job when there is only one big work where we all belong. It’s not about 
the individual task, but about God‘s purpose. There is not only one work, there is God´s work. However, if we take our task 
seriously If we are in our work to God and have zeal we can understand the work of others which are working zealously too, 
and coming to God’s work understand it global and understand the importantness of every step to the salvation the world. 
We know there is a lot of those who are fighting there and when you started to fight too, they will be your family. In one look 
to their eyes, you will know they have the same heart changed of Jesus´s love. 
Be called means, to be deeply surrendered, changed, in understanding, that is what makes you called.
It depends only on you if you are chosen, be deeply opened to God´s leading don‘t need the answer, the changed heart has 
alone god´s laws inside of it and we are acting according to them automatically. That‘s why our actions are judging us and 
according to how we are acting in this world, we can recognize who we are. We can see that not our words but our acts and 
whom we are this alone decided if we are good or bad. That‘s why our acts are judging us and we are judges for us alone. 
Jesus´s words teach us to act right. Either we do that or not, this is what judges us. The change of heart bears acts. Decide to 
serve, starting with us that‘s why we cannot say that it is not our mistake. Preaching the Gospel for a man daily, it can help 
us return to life and truth so strong that we can say thank you for understanding for our whole life. I often ask if they are 
serving us or we are serving them. Yes, we must take care about us through taking care about others to not be so hard. We 
can win whole world and loose own soul. But it must not happen, it is better to stop and change the direction radically.
How high is the value of human life?
Isn‘t it too big for people to get trapped in, and so long waiting on help?
How long may people be far from their win?
You alone are the help for them. God has got His children all around the world and He needs to gather them to Him. One 
of these children was a woman which was telling me about her suffering on the way from the railway. She was alone because 
her friend was in prison. There was arisen hope in her heart when she heard about God. She believed in the greatness of the 
Creator that has the power to change the decision of the systems of people. Her crying is the reason why 
God has sent me to her.
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The human heart has a big value for God. His compassion and grace are gigantic. There was a case of rejection, which is 
changed to faith after many years, and tears are coming in every prayer through God’s touching. This is heart touched by 
God.
A lot of people need many touches and experiences with God then they begin to quietly listen to the Gospel and open their 
hearts. The Evangelist doesn‘t need to go away, give in every step the love. Love is the only thing that gives light. We don’t 
need to turn off the light on the men’s way. Jesus lights on the way of a man long and is waiting if the seed will grow or not.
A lot of people need time to grow, in this case preasure is like writing off. Jesus didn‘t press on people and wasnt in hurry, 
He was ready to lead them far, no matter if they submit Him or not. Character of God’s servant is always love, without love 
we cannot be gods servant. We have to bear light not darkness. And now we can see that important are not only our acts 
but too our attitude with it we do it. Again it depends on heart, I am Christian only if I am Christian in my heart. Heart 
determine what kind of attitude we are going to men and if we are a man of light or darkness. A condemning attitude is an 
act of darkness. Now we can see, that people are exposed to many influences, which seems like light but doesn´t know that 
they are a part of the darkness. A man of the church is anyone today, but few are the bearers of light. At this point I tell 
always myself saying, what terrible hodgepodge and who can recognize in it, lie seems like true and true seems like a lie. 
And this all have to recognize normal people the same as the Christians. It is necessary to think about it deeply and see the 
way leading wright. The factor of real judgment is heart and fruit which it bears. Like a good tree, we must believe in love 
and spread the love, act with love in all our doing
became love.
This is the way up, such people are soaring like on eagle wings and a lot of enemies want to give them down but they are 
exiled them. Yes, this is a fight and running saving myself and saving others where love is the only way that leads us up like 
rising currents. Without love I am nothing.
Now we can recognize this way is not easy and everyone doesn’t go on it.
It is good to fight for the beauty of flight. Apostol Paul talks about the strength of the Gospel as the strength where doesn’t 
matter how we are preaching it because Gospel works alone. Yes, Holy Ghost is Guarantor. That’s why everyone can start by 
preaching the Gospel, but it is good to see our hearts and want to be better in our attitudes. The Gospel is important in every 
corner of the earth. The human decision to come to God is like doing perfect diamond to be given to God like fruit, 
a sacrifice which God loves, and the subject of His joy. It is a global work. It is necessary to know that worldwide work is 
committed with intervention to the heart of man. Intervention to only one heart means to win the whole world. 
When I changed one heart, I changed the world. The cross of Jesus saves the whole world because it saves us individually. 
Let’s grasp the truth, we let full safe ourselves, and search the way, we are don‘t worry to go to the deep, so we are saving the 
world. Our heart will be for others example if is saved. Flight of some eagle called other eagles up. And it is so dangerous for 
the world and the darkness. The fight for own freedom setting the others free. The deepest place is the necessary place where 
we must be now or later. Preaching the Gospel is than meeting from heart to heart. It bears the really value of changed life.
These people can get a job, although they were homeless, there was the help of Christian repeatedly, and it bears fruit. 
Woman concentrated on her ago that done a lot of mistakes is changed and desire to feel the love which she never has. 
So she has changed her life and started to search for the real values and depths of the heart.
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There was a man which desired to serve God can know how easy is serving to God with us when he joined us and he started 
open his service. Hallelujah, there are more of us.
And some people don’t understand yet too and don‘t come closer to God.
And some people who cried for wisdom and want to know about the Bible. And so they protect against falling. 
They are accustomed to God‘s people always giving them good advice. And so the truth penetrates the human ears through 
on the wisdom way.
It is not possible to count the thousands of people we met on one way with the Gospel.
There are a lot of changed stories of life, which are remembered in Jesus‘s memory, but for us, it sounds very easily and 
clearly: ‘Well done, my servant.’
Our result is He alone.
Don‘t see her children over 20 years – about it told tears on her face. The broken destiny, referencing on crutches, frozen 
toes, sitting under the bridge on the wheelchair waiting on amputation of a leg, wishing infinitely: From where will my hope 
come? Thinking about the meaning of life a thousand miles after all of this. When only the departure of a loving girl lay on 
the shoulder blades. And what about accidents, illness, losses, natural disasters. Falls are coming because of long waiting on 
the blessing too. How difficult is it to be alone, how terrible can stay in the same place for long years. How difficult and long 
can life be if lead us to alcoholism, depression, falling into the darkness.

“How can I live when I have to suffer? I don‘t have anyone, I am alone, there is an illness only, and I don‘t have money to 
change my life and live without debts. How can I go out from the circle of the unluck in my life? The lost friend of mine just 
left me. And now I have only alcohol.”

“How difficult is the weight of my mirrors which I‘ve done in my life. Who will forgive me? Who will help me lose 
the brokenness which I feel? I‘m thirsty and nowhere is a drop of water. How long will this desert endure?”
“I hold in my hands the word of life, what will I do with it? I have know-how how to live a new life. Will I give it to others? 
I know that I can help to save, will I not be afraid to risk my life for them?”

I saw the people in needy and I want to help them, why? I can be a hero for them, saving man, love, help, mother, friend, 
and I can lift them and hold. Maybe I find in it my value.”
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Be in the middle of the happenings of the world and too of the Christian world is almost difficult and takes a lot of energy to the 
while we can understand it. But God´s plan for us on the earth is easy and it makes sense. God doesn’t make anything difficult and 
hidden, although we are often called to deeper thinking. His intention is not distant and is clear to understand. 

Nation focus presses us to handle always our answer to identity and doesn’t see the world globally. It seems the demands of our land 
are harder than the demands for others. We think our good is worse than the others. But if we can see the problems globally, we 
understand we are those who can help because we have enough. We can´t wait the weaker will help the stronger. The older brother 
always helps the younger ones. To look at the situation of the world globally stand us strong on our legs. It shows us the true values. 
When someone shows on you with a question: Who are you?. We can say the one who can help. Yes, we are a cheaper group of people 
on the earth, which is like a rich man next to Lazarus.
We can help one another here by us but there is a lot of weak in the world.
We have a big responsibility which we got and we have to stop ourselves and realized it.
Like a nation, like a man, and too like a Christian.

When we became Christian it is good to stop and think about a new situation. When you became a Christian, then you are a witness 
of the light, you are the only one who can send the message about salvation to others. Your position is changed from the position of 
normal men. The whole world is then God´s vineyard where everyone working with the biggest responsibility. The world is 
immediately changed to the Kingdom of God, through the change inside of you. This change in you brings the change to the world 
and this is the light that the Kingdom of God raised from you. The world needs this light in the biggest measure. It is a love that gives 
you strength and you are like Christ. We understand our responsibility now, the value we have for our God, mission no one can take 
away. Election and unity we have. 
Do we know who we are? Do we know about the fight where is our strength needed? Do we understand without us despair will 
remain despair, hopelessness remains hopelessness, hopelessness will remain a cruel human calamity?
God´s eyes are looking at you because there is a desperate need to go and enjoy the work.
His eyes following you with the hope of the water of life will arise in you. The eyes of God knowing about your value. And having in you 
His hope every minute He is fighting the strongest fight for you.

Will you fight and win your fight and will you be able to win the fight for the others? The River of God´s love is flowing around you 
every minute. Your smile gives Him a smile, your decision is still strengthened by His strength. He is clapping on your heart urgently.
The deep of your heart overflows everything. We can see what does it mean to be in love and remain in love. Love is the mighty 
strength make from the world God´s Kingdom.
You are beloved and always you will stay beloved. 
How big is the value of him who was valued by the blood of His own Son?
How big is your value... you are so expensive for Him.
Yes, your hands, your eyes, your face is personally known to Him.
Our Lord said: “I was in prison, and ye visited me not.” How compassion He has for people which are guilty. How much it hurts Him 
when they are hurt, how big is His mercy, how big value has for Him the only one person, His heart is bleeding with ours. How big 
value have you for Him. He is with you on every step, He is your security, and He is full of joy around you.
Oh, how He wants you to be a free strong person which changed the world. He loves you, it will never stop. He desires this love will 
overflow in you and will continue to the whole world.
He loves you. 
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World issues are connecting with our lives the same way as the coming of our Lord, we all are waiting on Him, the whole earth as 
brothers and sisters. Personal revival thus involves worldwide loyalty. Instead of being in myself is needed to see others and try to be in 
unity. Many churches condemned others and separated. I am so sorry about this situation of brothers and sisters because this is the 
result of our judgment. O Lord, please forgive us. How strange is this situation for our Lord? We all believe in the same Lord and yet 
we are divorced. Our hearts are because of this either break or stoned. How big meetings full of life would be if we went over it. 
If everyone of us was free and wasn´t be pressed the others. If weren´t be there manipulations and every man can be himself alone, 
if we weren´t compare with others and we compare only with the only One and the word of God. If we were going out and try to help 
the others and don‘t see the errors of brothers. If we‘re not a lot of limits in reconciliation and working together in helping those who 
are really in problems. They are in the middle of fire and in cages. If we understand the law which we are beloved and let it change us. 
This love healed all our hurts, give us up on the wings of eagles and help our to look on everything from up.
O, how beautiful is this look.
I think if we are not giving this love to the world, we don‘t understand it. This is the basic decision, to serve to God joining us and in it, 
we are the true brothers. So stand up and begin otherwise you are lost too. The value you have is big. It is not possible to give the value 
on this paper, the value of who you are. No mother if you know it or not. The Bible writes about it in every place in it, read about it that 
you are righteous and believe, there is no condemnation for you. Read about your value of child of God, abot what the love He gave to 
you, He is in love with you. You are expensive and believe, no one can separate you from His love, you are the light for the others and 
the salt for this earth. Believe the value of your life, your breath, hear about the secret value of death on the cross, and believe He will 
come for you one day too. He prepares all for you, is decided to be with you forever and He is dreamed about you. He secures you every 
day and night, and He has a vision about your fulfilled person in Christ, to you He gave his Holy Ghost of strength, love, and wisdom. 
Believe He is in every minute of your life with you, and He is saying to you your values and He fight for you. He can break your heart 
and fulfill it with His heart. He desires to do every step with you, He desires for unending speaking, pleasure, and hug full of wide.

He wants to live your life with you. 

It is a life that bears God´s values, values of eternity, and others of life here on the earth. The whole universe breathes with it. 
It overwhelmed you, it is inside, outside. There is no place where it wouldn‘t be. You are lost in His love, He catches you, get you, 
and don‘t leave you.

Love of Creator is without limits. When I was thinking about the value of one human life, I realized God gave every creature so big 
power of living life. To birds flight, to fishes palette of color, to flower the sunshine, the freedom to horses, the majestic traveling to 
elephants, the majesty over territory to lions, that I mean that His life in us is one big dosage His: “Yes, live!”
He wants to give us life, health, safety, love, pleasure, nothing negative, even now – He wants us to live forever. He is paying the highest 
price of His own Son, there is no doubt about how important is for Him one human life. Yes, these one hands, this one mouth, 
this one heart… is for Him unforgettable. 
Yes, yes one heart – what we are inside of us, our souls, our staff, what is breathing and living in us, bearer of our life. 
Our heart is more valuable than planets, the universe, and all around us. One soul has a bigger value than time and space. 
What is living in you, is living in Him, love overcomes the world.
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The value of your soul is unmistakable, and all world knows about it. All around us is trying to lower our value. 
Don´t let us lose from heritage our Lord won for us, it is about our courage, invincibility, and stamina. 
If I am a child of God so I am it. If I am called no one can lose it. 
If I have to win so I will not give up. Do you know Your fall would be welcomed by the prince of darkness, 
but your Father would you stand up again and remain in righteousness, there is your win, in Him.

It is not good to still fall, and again stand up and stand up. We must stand on the rock in the middle of the storm 
and know about the value through it He is seeing on us. No one can overcome us if we know the value. God will be Your 
Teacher to learn you to become those, who know and believe, be able to fight, don´t give up, win, and save others. 
He will teach you to finish a task. He knows how to do it, He will never give up in the fight for you. He gives 
before you a picture of a suffering world and will send you such a way you couldn´t leave. The same way, like Jonah. 
And in it, you will feel with every other step the lightness of flight, begin to dance, laugh, and cry with a look on His face. 
This dance will not be remembered, you will not want to do anything else, because His love overwhelming you completely. 
The Kingdom of God will be so strong, high, to which He gave you after it all, It will be unknown and insurmountable, 
you will be a dance in His love, you will feel His glory on You, one hand in the Fathers and one hand in Jesus´s one. 
You will laugh and there will not be a while without it, because you´ve just understood His heart. You will be in 
and no one will can rip you out from unity with Him. 
You will love and don´t know how it happens. He first loved us. 
Stir not up, nor awake my love, till He please. But if you will do something consistent with His heart, His love will overflow 
you like a hurricane and mighty wave at the same time. 
It will not be possible to defend oneself.

Hurricane of God´s love will not touch only you but all people around you will fall to Jesus´s love and you will look at it. 
This is the service to God where nor by power, nor by strength by the Spirit of God will all work. Trust in God and His mighty 
power promise everything is possible for those who believe. I believe my God in every moment in my life and He is a Maker. 
Yes, before Him will all knee bow down, why we don´t be full of courage? Run before wolves is not able to us in no moment 
in our life, because they would us destroy. You have authority in Christ Jesus above circumstances.
We must know our value and we are directly responsible for it to hold it, do you know why? Because your fall can make fall 
of others which are following you and you were the help for them. In the Christian world, we don´t need to fall, we need only 
to stay on our values in Christ and fight, go ahead like David and win. That´s it. We don´t need to fall 
according to the example of the world. Fight for territory together side by side on strengthened legs is our mission. 
We are one in Christ Jesus. How is the value of all of us together? I think, so great that the King of kings will stay on the top 
of us like a head. Side by side like a body of Christ - yes, like the church we overcome the world. 
Yes, our strength of unity of fighters to saving others is not overcome overcome. We needn´t agree the divisions and 
remember the work, which was given us. All the world, all what is here on earth is waiting for our strengthing in power to 
saving others. Waw, such a glory of Lord gazing on us. Waw, what great glory of body of Christ flowing in our veins. 
Waw, what strength to salvation the world, the God´s stretched hand out. Who can condemn us, when He is with us. 
Who can destroy us, if He is in the midst. Yes, it was nothing eccentric at all do His will. He has enough capacity to lead this 
big work and be in it with His might. The earth will shaken because of love of children of God. What can we give Him if not 
this after His act for us on the cross.
Because of His love for us, the earth was broken. 
In the name of love for Him, we would start together.
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Look, how easy is it. One is the Lord, one faith, one church, and one aim. Which we see in the look of the Lord. 

Unity.

If it needs only to hang the hand of brother on my side then it means hold only two men, and the next two men too, and every other 
his own two men. But what is the main, the meaning: Yes, we will go together. Realize how many we are. When we would stand on one 
half of the earth, so we move with it. When we will smile on our Lord, then He would come. Smile is for me to fill His commandment 
and be with Him one. It is true, our aim is He alone. Yes, Lord, come. How many can I do for you before I will be in Your greatness 
light, in which we are falling? My Lord, how many can I give to others, how many difficulties we will together crash? How many miles 
of this earth will we change? Lord, how many fights will we run through? I don´t have fear of any of them when I am with You and 
You never leave me. Yes, how many time did You lift my head up and now we are lifting heads of others. O Lord, how many strength 
do you give me to go through all the condemnation and you hold me on Your wings, you take me up and I want to only be with You 
always, feel Your breathe, love like your heart do, be with you one, don´t be afraid of sufferings, I know, you will take me away from 
every storm, no one who clenches his teeth will never bite, because he must bow before You. You alone are protecting me. 
Do you believe yet in the truth in the Bible? Do you believe such a way it changes your life? Do you believe such a way you are standing 
here in your full value? Are you ready to fight? We are going like sheep among wolves, but we have the best Shephard. Everything 
depends on Him. He doesn´t let it on you. 

A man, how perfect job he can do, in his weakness is coming God´s power, in the narrow relationship with Creator He overcomes 
the world. Jump from wave to wave, soar on the wind, and able to balance only because of His love. A man, a human able to feel, love, 
help others, cry, feel alone, able to get to deepness because of love. 
A man, person such loved his God, He alone become a man and teach us to love, fight for truth, don´t to give up, to win, to live, 
to win, to love, to heal, to be His brother and He desires it in His heart. He teaches us to go through the enemies, 
for by thee I have run through a troop. 
What´s the reason for this all…. His love for us. Then we are in the deep of our heart because of the love which comes to us. 
The compassionate heart will shine with love He loves us. 
Then man becomes a man in the name of humanity shows on the value which people for God have. Be human to others to become 
them more humans to be humans to others too. 
The Son of man was one of us, He shows us on all in which we fallen down from human character because of all lies overflowed 
us because of the darkness on the earth. He came to show again the face of truth. He opened our eyes to see again. He touched 
us to awake our hearts. To renew our freedom He had chains around Him. To heal our illnesses He alone be in illness and hurts. 
And He overcomes the satan was around us to not be destroyed forever.

Leave his lies completely, don´t let him lie to us, after all, it is the wish of Jesus. Yes, your freedom is His wish. Joy and smile overflowing 
all your person is the aim of freedom and He desires you to be happy. You are His child. It will be normal and natural bear fruits if 
you leave satan´s lies and his doing. Be in God is namely our naturality and whom we are inside is naturally the good seed 
and a good tree witch have in DNA written how to bears fruit. His lows are written in your heart, His Spirit is in you and He is Holder 
of all of that. It is natural because He gave it to you.
He cares about you. Leave satan, see, stand in the strength of your Lord. You got it!
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You are a child, an insurmountable warrior, and heir at the same time. 

If you have a surrounding heart, peaceful soul, unity with Lord, determination, and strength to act in His name then you grow, 
to grow stronger, grow, and give fruits. This unending desire, assurance, and the pulse of your life can be named only like 
understanding Jesus´s purpose. This understanding is standing us to the position of child, fighter, and heir. Where all was 
smoldering erupted mighty flame of His might, where was desert He is planting cedars and acacia. Where was so long no way 
suddenly rise the sun like help to direction. In us is starting to run compass, watch and sixth sense together.

Who was only walking on foot will start to fly and who was in darkness will come to the light balcony. And these all give us the only 
one look to His eyes, He meant it to us so seriously. Every minute is here for you to take you to His hands and whisper to you what 
only you know and you will give it none. 
O, my Lord, love me. 
He will help you to overcome all problems, limits, worries, and will move you to your destiny and He will do what you have never 
dreamed of. I´m trying to catch the beauty of His face, but it not possible. You just have to see Him.
Jesus in your heart.
The reason we must first go to our heart is it is only one place we can see Jesus here on earth…. Only in human surrounding hearts 
to Him, there we can meet Him. Circumcise own heart is the way to the deep where we can feel His smell and hear His voice. This Holy 
of Holies will for you the best place where we can ever be. I want to never leave the place of His presence. But He did it completely 
great, He and Father was coming unto me, and make their abode with me. 
So I am walking and singing and hell is afraid of me. After all, He gave a part of Him - if not everything - to me. And to you, 
do you know it? Stand up and celebrate the glories win, forget destruction, He can do all things. Yes, no longer tiers, worries, 
no these things. 
You are His own, and He doesn´t want to stay take care about you, if you don´t feel it, go closer to Him, start to work for Him 
and He alone will find you.
And the win is yours.

If we have Jesus in our heart, than all what we are doing make He alone and we can forget on mistakes, instead of it is trusting to Him 
and again we can happily whistle and the darkness is running away from us, so long it lied us. Someone was always stolen us what 
was our own. 
He knows what to do with all we can meet on this world, He knows what to do with it. 
The key is in trusting Him. You will not want to finish when He will everything hand in His hands. All your work will be a big win 
getting only because of trust in Him. The glory belongs to God and so you are in it the only beloved child of insurmountable Father, 
which is standing in every situation with you and never will change this position. The greatness of His love is… How to catch it? 
I´m praying you will go to your heart and will read it there. You have the source of FULLY information, it depends on how deep will 
you go. This relationship means preparing for the coming of the Lord.
How much we need to be prepared, Lord alone speaks about the oil in lamps, and said: „Be prepared.“ Don´t look back and burn 
the ship, be able to stand up in Christ’s love and renew. 
Stand and become the fighter which is winning in his own and too in others fights through love and keeping the low of love, 
the law of Jesus. This law showed two commandments ´Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, 
and with all thy mind.´ And ´Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.´ it tells about wild unstopped love to Father and Jesus and all 
around. In all story of Bible we see love of God to us and the Low: „To love because I am beloved.“
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Beloved and fully overcome by the love we are clothed God´s glory, we are gaining the world. We are setting off to those who are like 
in cages, soaking up to their shoulders in the mud, the enemy is laughing in their face. Without hope, impoverishment, braked, 
they stumble, fall, get up and fall. Forced to pull heavy loads. Still fighting forced to continue, even if their situation is aggravated. 
We have to go to these places of hopelessness we were set free and now we are helping others be free. We are handing them and 
helping them get out of this mud and they are helping others in the same problem immediately. And so love is spreading gigantic 
around like breakthrough sunshine light and everything is changed in minute. What was is changing, enemies are running away 
and there is better in a minute. Understand this is a pre-won fight that is not demanding but requires sacrifice. The sacrifice of my 
compassion, self-denial, courage to step forward, firm decision that we don´t let it be this way.
This is the sacrifice of our body dear to God, which God sees immediately and He will hold you closer, and the deep beat of His heart 
will be for you so strong that you will be so desperate under the waterfall of His love, you will be changed to langer form of Christ. 

The way up

There is a place where all of them who receive Jesus Christ as a Lord and Saviour are standing, are looking around others, 
are going all around and can catch the high hill and begin to climb up to the Father throne. But some of them are going around 
so long, that they can fall to chasm around, because of a lot of thinking they have lost their faith. Sometimes somebody decides 
to go up. Rise, mighty wave! Let us all go up! The reason why we don´t want is our hobbies, our plans, our own objectives. 
Receiving change of heart, submit the God´s plan closer than my own ego, searching others ways and the hole change of our direction. 
The compass needle is turning from south to north. If we were going horizontally till this time, now we will in vertical. 
From two to four, from walking to climbing up. From dignified walking to way up, where we are losing our own values. 
„What am I supposed to climb like a spider here?“
Yes, your value don´t allowed you be in agreement. Value of this world. It is possible you will must firstly sit down and think about it. 
How much is important for you how you look like before others. What kind of values let you write on your coat, 
which you are holding so fast? Who really are you?

Yes, who am I? Thinking about it deeply and too Father see you with a deeply propped-up head. You can walk over and over around, 
but from heavenly see you are here on the place of basic believers nothing of all it what we can read on your coat. 
Your real value is depending on fire for God´s heart in you. Either you are in the fire, or not. 
In the minute when you are sitting there someone lifts your head and you are looking up. At this moment you catch directly 
a drop of God´s love, it will soak you through till overwash your values on your coat too. Never mind because you are yourself in His 
love now. This love awakens a desire to be closer to Him and you start your run the way up and Father will start to laugh with joy. 
Next one who understands. 

The act of your running will maybe help others to think about it too and start their way up. Up a notch you will see massive 
God´s wings will take you up. God is waiting only on your decision. He will not go over your freely decision. 
The strong apple tree is telling about the same thing, it was grow massively and good and now from freely 
decision will start to smell and blom because of love which it feels, because someone hoe it, fertilize it and tell in it about its value 
and love which He loves. No doubt it matters to hoe it, it has value for me. Lord´s patience speaks of it.
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About the same is telling the thorns which are trying to smother all that Lord gives to us. Thorns grow abundantly and we perceive it 
more than the good in us. We are seeing on it in amazement how fast it grows but it is the thing which gives 
it so much place in us and we subject to it.
We are taking notice of if and forgetting our strength. We give it more and more place through our attention, it overwhelms us, 
and it reigns over us. 
About the same thing is telling the division into sheep and goats. Have we seen in the poor, blind, and naked Jesus´s beaten heart? 
Have we realized? Have we understood His heat? Have we understood their suffering? Have we stopped? 
Changed the direction and have we start to climb up? 
Have we save them and with them us too? Has the flame of Holy Spirit started to burn in us? Yes, the flame of Holy Spirit which 
is like the oil in lamps. Where is the latest chance to find the oil and when it will be late? Are we ready? The time is short. 
Your hands, feet, your direction, all what you have is now the only one thing which is important, it is climbing up.
Will I be worthy go through doors, the narrow gate?
Will I be lead me the way through up, narrow and stoned way to salvation? Will I circumcise my own heart, will I change direction?
Will I start to love? Will I start to live? Will my heart wildly beat? Will I come to live? Will I move belly fat? Will I ask the question? 
Will I save myself? Will I start to live? O, will I save myself? Climb, climb, climb, till you can. He will come to meet you. You will win. 
He is mighty to help you. He knows how to overcome all problems. He has got the way, the subject, the play for you. It will be OK. 
You can overcome it.
We are more, we are one body, although the most depended all on you and the most on Him. The country around is for yes, 
all is for yes, all is for holding you in it. 
Yes, you will win.
It is not too late. Your heart will beat. You will run the way, never will stop you. 
You will be joyful in walking in your win, you will fly through the aim line directly.
No doubt about it. 
Love have no escape, Jesus will always hold it, He will never leave us. When He said disciples He will leave them He said too: 
„I will never stop loving you!“. You will never see me, but I will never stop loving you. You will receive another Helper, He will teach you 
He will listen Me. I will never leave you, I will go to prepare place for you and I will go back, I will never leave you alone. Let not your 
heart be troubled and don´t be worry. He will never forget on us, He still loves us, although we don´t see Him. He is still coming, 
when we are falling, He still touch us, when we are in suffering, He still anoint us, He is warming us with His presence, He still anoint 
us, He is still warming us with His presence. He still is hugging us, He still kiss us, He is still lifting us up to heaven, He is still talking 
to us, He is still before us. Yes, He is still ending of our army, yes, He has beset us behind and before, and laid His hand upon us and 
don´t take it away. Ones we are His own, so He will never leave us. He will never disappoint us. He will not wrap His plan 
as unfulfilled. He does not wipe sweat from His forehead as in an unmanageable situation. No, He is in that moment moving 
with planets, He hasn´t problem to move those mountains, giants and others, if you believe in Him.
Yes, a small head is joined with the Head of everything, what exist and through faith is acting in uniqueness with Him. I am growing, 
I cried Yeees, letting Him lead everything, I love in fullness and am like He. I smile because He is with me, the beautiful changing 
when He is in me, He appeared in all of us and so He is here for all, He didn´t disappear, but is here more than ever before, if you will 
open your heart for Him. Now do you understand that your win changed all the world? Yes, it depends on one single, yes, just you, 
yes one single is more expensive than planets, earth and all values, You alone, yes, just you have so big value. So live for Him. 
It changes the world. Do you know, your understanding, your meaning about the world, your steps, your acts, your days, your years, 
your surrounding and direction can be direct to eternity and will change this age. Your generation need you and it is important to 
help us. Go, run like in race and win. It is about a lot. Stand up like a lion and don´t let it leave before you, rest in the beauty of flight, 
which is under your control. Receive be the one who although is in weakness accelerate and don´t be afraid of sweat for Lord. 
Have compassion, love others as your family. The win is on the way and your „well done“ on the way.
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All inside

Jesus is my country to stay, He is all my world,
                                                my direction, all of me.
Yes, you can be all in unique with God.
Lord and Leader is giving us a big place to staying in Him,
It was fallen unto us pleasant places in His heart,
                                                     in the Holy of Holies.
Now we know that place is not measured at a distance,
                                                       but at a new living without time and space, at unity and bonding,
merge into one with everlasting, never-ending Alfa and Omega.
He carries us over time, overall, 
                      His ways are over our ways, He hides a big secret,
                                      which only someone finds over time and space, over answers and fear.
Over there, near His heart, we can read it in His eyes.
These are fine frequencies through those He spoke on the cross
                              when He intersects horizontal with vertical,
                                              joint His life with our, and decided to humble.

Will you humble for Him? How much is for you His secret? 
How much do you know it and want you to know it? Will you start and will you run, 
                                   will you decide and will you start to climb up? Will you risk yourself a will you start to laugh? 
Will you let Him to explain it to you? Will you understand His intention of His love to His beloved one? 

                     And how much did He do for her?
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BRIDE
It is so clear that He wants to love, it is so clear that He searches her, that He desires for her and that He gave to her all. 
Who is the only one? Who is the beloved one? Who is the chosen one?
She approved from recently hidden behind a soft veil, which even more highlighted her unknown origin.
She was hidden and yet she has come… because of Him.
She was unknown but too much near, she was so decided to know Him.
Maybe first torn, dirty, and without values, but with a heart on the palm.
Her eyes were irresistible, love was fallen from them like a waterfall. 
Courage to find Him flowed around her head like a veil of fights which she must undergo. Her skin was soaked as she kept washing 
to be for Him clear. She was standing there for sure and was waiting for her glimpse. 
He knows her in great detail, He called her from a distance and He already knew her on the way, her actions aroused His interest.
He knows her although she has never seen Him. 
She was standing there and His heart was beating, they will finally be together.
Their narrow relationship was known to all around, everybody knows King was yet chosen His brade. 
And no other don´t want never more. 
What must she have been like to capture Him? What is the brade for King of kings, for Lion of Juda, for only one Judge of all what exist? 
What is her position and what else awaits them together?
What kind of story was started to written?
Who of us really felt the firm grip of His fingers between hers. 
Did you hear the words whisper to her?
Did you feel the touch of His mouth, did you feel His strength He supports?
Did you hear the most beautiful melody? Did you feel the beautiful love between them?
O, there is no better goal than this. There is not such great relationship in the world. You must be one with Him. 
Be one with Him. 
This universe you can discover all around a never will go to the end. Drowning in the middle of His love never ceases to entertain.
Material presence and closeness this virgin is caused by the devoted hearts of all of us. Whoever joins 
His heart will better materialize her before His eyes. Waiting for her to finish, then the veil will fall.
In the minute of meeting than we will appear in all our beauty and we will like Him. Everything around moans to it, because all is waiting 
for the accession of His kingdom. Those who enter are calling others which way to enter, it is a fight for life till death is not here. 
The brightness of this princess is stronger every minute. We must know about the time which Is running around us when we want to be 
a part of this brightness, which she has yet in these times. Fast, fast inside, early than the veil will fall. 
Come in till the door is opened, early than it will be closed.
What gave her strength, what gave her reason to fight and became a lioness for mighty King with a lion‘s mane?
What gave her the reason to live, everyday breath for the Giver of life?
What made her look Him in the eye?
How did she understand His intention?
How did she recognize what was on his heart?
How must her heart strengthen to fight His war hand in hand with Him and receive His serve for her life. 
Who strengthen her legs so as not to slow down?
Where she find unwritten instructions? How many little things did a big plan put together?
How perfectly elaborated is the work of God? 
My eyes cross its size reflected size of God, she belonged to Him.
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She was running to win her fight, she was falling and standing up over, didn´t gave up and when she was stronger and learned to fight, 
she was commissioned to fight for others. Who is hidden behind the veil? 

How deep is her singing when she must often wildly roar in the fight?
How calm are melodies when contain her whole heart? 
How seriously are told their words when she gave Him her whole life?
How clear is her heartbeat when her heartbeat was so many times braked for Him?
Who actually stands there?

How weak is her breathe,
When she take so much oxygen for all those who are in her to alive them and hold they together.
Her thorax is lifted up so still with her next breath. 
This breath will never stop, although is so soft because of His love,
after all she is breathing for Him.
Are her hands soft or cracked by persistent work
and again supple because of His creams?
Does Jesus like dressing our wounds? 
Can we show them to Him?
What it means to Him?
What His scars mean to us?
How deep are scars really?

And what about the women which is coming and wash His feet with her tears and wipe Him with her hair and Jesus vindicates her by words: 
To whom much is forgiven, much loves. 
That´s the reason she is so clean and fast inside. 
What glows the eyes of the beloved standing behind the veil that overcomes Him with a single glance?
How much devotion weighs? How high her decision to bring Him joy will lift Him up?
How much she wanted to see His smile?
What was her heart attached to forcing her to keep running?
She may be wearing sneakers because she is still ready to run steadily
she is with feet shod with the preparation of the Gospel of peace.
What overflows her mouth?
Are there words of life? Who teaches her about it? Where she finds it?
Even who put a smile on her mouth, was it an act of bold courage?
Were they the results? Were they victories? Was it relentlessness? Was it His entourage at every turn? 
Know she Him a so she can smile because He is her win?
Is it she the win of fights in His name. In real the veil is so transparent, after all, He knows her. This veil is there for another reason, 
for the moment when it will fall and all behind it will be ready for the wedding. 
Years which He gave her to preparation are not endless and escalate to the moment of the second meeting, where the Lord returns for her here 
on the earth. How beautiful she will be, although she didn´t care about herself with gold and wealth and luxury, but with losing her values 
and she built the only one – love. Maybe she will be simple and in poor conditions, but in His glory, the beautiful brightness, 
there will be her shine and in His „Yes“ she will be enriched. 
On this earth maybe poor, but in heaven beautiful and unique.

Which of the values are actually the unique ones?
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I believe that there is yet flame in you which will change you to the form of your King. I believe you are opening your hand 
with a treasure which is hidden and is giving it to others. I believe you were caught the breath of the surrounding runner. 
I believe you are selling all and are buying the rare pearl. I believe you have a plan for interesting the pound early 
before Lord´s returning and settlement. I believe you are preparing for the coming spring to bloom. I believe you are not 
going to give up on determination, that your legs and arms are reinforced with Jesus´s lovee. I believe you will not leave 
but you will enter. I believe you are not going to dry still overwhelmed by His love. I believe you are staying in the fortress 
which is He alone. He, your crag of rock, protect you like a dove. I believe you are ready to fight to win it with God. 
I believe in smile on your face. I believe you will hard hold both Son and Father and too two brothers around you 
and you will go in the name of unity firmly focused on the goal. Nothing can overwhelm you. I believe you are worthy 
of the place on the eagles wings. There is no doubt about it. I believe you are determined to head to the heights and open 
your heart when He is knocking. Yes, He is here and invites you on fest, be ready, take on your wedding clothes and 
offer to your host in return your life. serve him faithfully, let yourself be provided with royal care, enter to the 
Kingdom of God and work on vineyard faithfully

                                         
                                                                                        and the bride‘s heartbeat will beat in you.
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God‘s jealousy

In connection with your value, I want to mention God‘s jealousy. He who knows God knows too that strong lion roar to anyone 
who wants to alienate you even to the one who would captivate your heart. You are very closely guarded, He owns you, 
He does not take His eyes off you with a very jealous love.
You are esteemed.
„So watch out, watch out, she‘s mine.“
Every surrounded heart is unpaid for gems. Not for sale. It is simply nothing and no one to take it. 
„She is mine!“
Our Lord is very jealousy and all of us belong to Him very strongly, we are His property, although there is a place for the love of brothers, 
otherwise love with Him knows no compromise.
It is a narrow relationship. You are owned, pressed on His chest, you don‘t miss anything, you can that strong lion roar see like 
expressions of love, which are overwhelming you, His chest hiding too much love you can dissolve on the spot, at that moment His jealous roar 
sounds again and you completely undone and surrounded, pressed against the wall and so great surrounded, there is not a millimeter 
which would be not His own. 

Welcome in the wild, all overwhelming love. The world is against it only a sand seed and all past being like the soft wind against a whirlwind.
Welcome home. What kind of love was on the cross, don´t belong to it too the watching over us? 
How much He loves that He gave His own life? It is difficult to receive His surrounding love, which is always closer than our next breath. 
Every minute He is watching over our heartbeat, breath, all the running of life. His love watching over, protect, love, and surround, 
even if we would betray Him. We are created for love and it is the strong love. How is God´s love?
O, how much we are adored.
Let Him roar naturally, when somebody steals you Him. Let Him pamper you, huddle next to Him and suck on Him what is given to you. 
Where was desert there will be a garden, but all of this will not be enough without His gaze which has a relentless interest in you. 
Such a loving closeness that will engulf you. Until the last cell you will be His own. Only His own.
What a great love, take the cross and with every step to prove.. Yes, I love you.
Takes His cross: Yes, eternity with you.
Putting His hand under the nail: Yes, I am giving all.
They lift it and insert the cross into a hole in the ground. She is mine.
We can see, love does not carry physical beauty but beauty indoor.
how many of us would run up and cling to His dead body. What causes it? The love which is inside.
O, He so much loves.
What lead you to the cross? Was it His love? 
Who lifted you up over all the world and press you to His hug? Do you recognise yet your Father? And in His eyes what are you? 
Are you yet inside? Inside of your heart? Already lit up and is looking around? Does He yet a plan? Is thinking about your steps together? 
How use it the best way?
Do you sleep and He wisper it to your ears? Do you see that dream? Did you learn to dream with Him in big? 
Aren´t you affraid of His God´s plan which is larger than you can dream? Are you running and are you jumping on His godliness wings? 
Are you ready to flight, meeting of events will change your life and to advanture desire dancing in your heart. 
Are you ready to wild dance in your Yes to His calls?

Are you ready to surrounding?
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We can decide alone to go to the coast or from the shore. Even from where and to where we will go. 
And too what kind of load. Fight against the elements and release of force to fulfill our intention are waiting on us in each 
case. To know the rules of the voyage, sea, and weather we will have to overtake too. The only important thing 
on which it dependents all is a choice of who will sail with us. It seems like an easy choice, but it affects everything. 
Our team, friends will hold ourselves wherever the fall is coming and we too will hold, 
become in the days of our lives very important.
Every one of us is free to choose where he will sail and all other things around it. Those who we take on board can 
destroy all or help us to better sailing. 
Be together alone in the middle of the ocean is like be in the desert or be together in one basket of a flying balloon. 
Have a perfect team that will build our together plan is joy. 
We can tell about the church of one heart and understanding each other on the inner line. 
In leading of Jesus it is possible, in leading of man it is impossible.

It is so good to invite Him and plan the line of sailing with Him, all give to Him and wait for His answer so long 
till He gives it to us. Please Him to do His leading on the boat and take over the rudder. Probably He will make it the way 
He hands your hands and will lead it through you. And He will stay, He will not leave you, all the sail you will put 
your head on His chest and will feel His love. He will take you to distant countries you will not want to return. 
With Him will your sail be like a wedding tour.
If you will understand His heart, together you will load up such a cargo that will enrich the whole world. 
You will dive under the charge that you have to spread to the whole world during your life.
Using everything you have change your life to opportunity get the treasure just by giving it your life. You will cry 
by leave-taking with every other person which you have helped and she or he has grown so close to your heart. But Jesus 
sleeping in the cabin will always refresh you by love so you will continue with a more and more breaking heart, gently sawn 
into the top instrument, spreading soft melody we can hear if we close our eyes and will kiss Him and it awakes Him. 
He is smiling and hugs you with pressing to His chest to your falling next to Him and you will start to laugh. 

He will never leave you if you let Him lead all your sailing.
A lot of people were surrounded by God´s plan around 30 years old and can give a maximum. 
Maybe this lifetime is a pound which we can use for Christ and well done all that He wants. 
Maybe we cannot fill everything that is in our head, but through one plan we can change the world, 
it is possible to bear a lot of fruit through only one good plan. 
It is not impossible to do all things which are good, but everyone can choose one service which is close to our heart, 
our life and who we are really inside of us. Jesus is guarantee that it is enough. 
We don´t have many tasks but we have task to succeed.
-
Never mind through what you will take off, but important is that you will take off and fly.
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Love worketh no ill to his neighbour: therefore love is the fulfilling of the law.
Romans 13:10, KJV

Slavery of law is in my meaning all what we have learnt to do for God and there is no love in it. I was thinking long time where is the 
right way we have to go as people of faith and I realised that the different between good and wrong way is our heart. We can do our 
work for God and don´t have our heart in it, be far from Father heart and so missed the true line of service to God, stop in growing 
and don´t bear fruit which is delicious. 
I realised that the line of true surrounding is very important. 
This line divides the true from shallow, deep and internally inverted from forcibly.
“Slavery of law” is for me word for all we have learned to do consistent with our Christianity. It is something where we are missing our 
heart and lose gaze for Jesus. This linie is really important. 
It speaks about Jesus´s coming to cancel all the law, all our works, acts and effort with one thing which is love. 
Love is therefore the only one Low which He establish. The only one commandment which He gave is love. Became and be love means 
by like Him. Be love means opened heart, compassion with others, cry with crying and lough with laughing, have heart for the others, 
love without limits, have no reservations…. Be one.
Be one is be consistent, understand, unite, surround, love.
Understand and don´t be delayed, after all too Jesus said - What was done for the smallest was done for Him. He is so much in love 
with them, He is one with them. Too us may be one with Him through our love to them. Here it is speaking about compassion which 
is saying: “Rather give me than them.” The word of God is speaking about the unhappiness of the earth – that there is no one who 
would fight for justice and judgment, to lose the bands of wickedness, do undo the heavy burdens, it is speaking here about the fast 
that Lord have chosen, in Isaiah 58. It is therefore heart of compassion which changes the world. On this heart of compassion is wai-
ting and it is therefore this heart which brings changes to world of people thanks God. This heart don´t divide on good and unworthy 
of God´s love, this love is pouring out unintentionally or in general. God shortly loves the world that He gave His one and only Son, 
God´s love does not chose and they do not judge by appearance, but judges by a fair court. The fair court confirm the love that all 
have value and beloved by God. However, they determine for themselves the judgment in how they respond to this love. How much 
they will bear fruit to good or badness, how they will decide and to whom they will serve through their acts if they were bear good or 
bad fruit and therefore how tree they will be. We can see that there is speaking about the whole substance of man, it is dependent on 
his inner man, his heart, what kind of man he will be and it is seemed on what is hidden inside and what kind of fountain we can 
find in him. Superficial action of Pharisees shows on a character which we can have known or unknown and it is impenetrability of 
our own heart. 
It can be that we don´t know about our impenetrability and acting superficially. We deceive others although we alone are in deception 
and we don´t know about it. It seems a lot of people are in deception about what they alone don´t know. Here reigns lack of freedom, 
deception, and obscurity. And this man needs to help because he alone is a sacrifice. 
But here is important own decision, people are deceiving to follow God through their searching the truth and this way they fall away 
from the deception, slavery, and domination of satan, but if they will deceive to stay, they give to satan bigger part, then they don´t 
receive the help and again they will be judges to ourselves,
because they can understand the true, but they didn´t want.
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I know that the valuable characters are hidden in depth. There is showed who we are as a man and too in the depth is hidden the real 
true. There are a lot of shallow matters which teach us act some way, and explain us some “trues” and teach us some acting according 
to some sciencies and we often strong tangled employed because of it, we don´t go to deep. The beauty of deep is hidden in the reality, 
that all necessary is hidden in you. And all with we may work is hidden only in us too. The Word which was made flesh, piercing even 
to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints and marrow. We cannot to be worry that it is not in us and we cannot 
be afraid of we would become sin if we will meet with myself and my inner spirit skeleton. The word of God and act of God´s Son is 
narrow joined with ourselves. It is not necessarily to overturn and research it according to a lot of teaching and explanations, 
but it is necessary to let it come in, go to the deeps, explanate myself, meet face to face, and through changed heart with love of God 
act in our life. Than the well of water springing up into everlasting life spring in you too and will start to change the world around.

I am convinced that the teaching of Jesus was a well in all of His disciples and was going to deep of man, 
from where than spring to others. 
This way – from the heart to heart – was changed by thousands of people and “church” was growing. 
There was God´s power coming with signs of God´s presence. Church had gigantic strength Lord has promised her. Through Holy 
Spirit which was given, expanded this mighty God´s family to every side. Holy Spirit was of course jointed with surrounded heart, 
jointed with real truth and true determination of “members” gave their body as a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God. It is clear 
that every man was alone “circumcised” by God´s love so deeply, that he alone was grown to the wood, bearing fruit and was not dried. 
Personal narrow relationship with the Lord is a pillar, which holds a man alone, and he/she can be a pillar in a “house of God” too.
Personal narrow love with Christ with surrounding to service to God is the skeleton. If we have this, then the church is alone arising 
around us, is alone bearing new believers, and is calling others in the same time. 
If we are not telling about our organisation, association, and others, but only about the big work of God. His vineyard, 
His field is namely spread all around the world. His church does not have limits and is not named according to organisation.

This have in our minds and our hearts gives us strength in all human desires to be someone and be known to all. 
Christianity of heat is free in all ways. This freedom gives truth, and truth gives love too. We stay in Low of Christ 
and don´t let ourselves to be in false we are not slaves of no one and of low. 
Paul is speaking about such freedom which is not changed by no our mistake, which shows on law and teach us to be slave. 
We are not in shame after no mistake, but in righteousness. 
John speaks about Light – God, that no one who reigns in darkness don´t know God. He speaks about love. 
And I to know that love is over all law. Love is the light and who is not in love, don´t know love to others, myself and Father, is not in 
light. It is clear, that who is in love is not in sin, because of love which is fullfield in him, he is changed a know how to act well. 
This way are on earth people which are living the Law of Christ, Law of love and many times they are not like some “Christians”, 
they are only people of heart, which are acting with love, according to their hearts. The Lord´s sacrifice is for them important 
and they are acting like He. 
Maybe they are not like peoples of law, which is in doing thing obviously, but they have the law of love in the heart 
and they are preaching the Gospel not obviously but with the Might of God. We must now know that 
Kingdom of God is here strongly and let us enter in. 
The way is through the deep, will lift you over clouds, and is changing the world all around.
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We are here on the planet like creatures create from God´s will, we are here to live, because He says to us we may live. And what about Him? 
He was finding in it His will and pleasure, His heart joying with watching us. 

ADAM

Brushed off the branches of a tree in the middle of green paradise, which was all around him. He looked up at the meadow, “He is not yet here.”, 
he thought. He released the branch and turned. He set out on a journey of various plants, fruit and beautiful animals all around him. 
Roaring water and the movement of the wind around him. Bird song and the fullness of the sunshine around him. He walked the earth like 
a full-fledged advanced man, strong, brave, and without a doubt about himself. He tastes from every tree which was there for him, in fullness, 
without mistake and only for him. Whole earth full of animals, beautiful countries and healthy environment in full love created for him like 
a place of great meeting with HIM, with his Creator, who never insists on His position towards him, Adam He was creature by His own hands.
He knows that He is here for his Lord loves him. 

Peace all around him, every sound was so clear, without resonance and his every movement showed he is so unique according to other creatures. 
Creator gives him authority over all around because of love to him. Every movement remember him he is like Him. 
And only He has that great gift to be His friend. His heart burns of desire for His present and rejoice that it belongs to Him. 

He exhaled, and it was seemed in the foggy of his breath small particles of moisture, and not only by him, but all around seems like it would 
breath. This perfect paradise would be without God nothing. He looks forward to Him every day and he loves His present. His present 
was like look forward for Christmas which are every day, when he thinks about whiles with His Lord his heart start to dance.

He was sitting water level shore and was watching the sun which was setting down. The water calmly splashed on the edge of the mainland. 
In the evening calm as if the animals calmed their daily running, He perfectly knows their daily activities, he was taken care about them, he 
knows them by their names and he likes them. In the calm as if they all waited on the rest. Adam´s heart sank, he was there alone 
while the sun was setting down. 

“Where are you..” he listened behand. He turned to the voice, he knows it very well, he loves it, by this voice his body instinctively spring up 
and his legs start to run to the place where they were meet. He was running with joy, not with difficulty. His hands delivered the branches and 
loaves with only one desire to be on the calm glade. He so much missed Him, his heart sank with remembering on Him, he loves so much His 
present, he knows His touch, he knows their evening telling, he desires too much for another one story of God´s eyes. He desires to see His face 
again. To do the latest step, jump to His hug, smiling and laughing, and see on His face. 
His Lord has inside of Him not only every detail of Adam´s world but all detail of all-around what Adam has never seen too. He knows stories 
from His telling and he full of admiration wants to know another detail. 
He gives him presents, ask new questions, He was asking for his personal life and He holds him longly in His arms. He never forgets color heaven 
to red for him, He alone was covering him with a blanket of the warm wind, He was turning on star by star on his sky quietly like lamps, 
He was singing to his sleeping every evening and let letter for him on his nightstand “Don´t forget count the sun every its shines in the morning, 
because it is shining only for you.” He woke him softly with fresh wind every morning. Every tree has to bear fruit on command of Creator 
for Adam to have all what he ever wants.
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„Adaaaam!“ cry He with joy when Adam was jumped into His arms. He presses him and by the sight from face to face, He was turning 
with him around. His voice made around him a cloud of smoke. At that moment he felt His presence, he pressed his face to the His. 
Inside of Adam was a lot of eruptions of joy, His present takes him to a whole another world, His love means for him more than the universe 
and more and far. The strength of His love was without limits, what was Adam live in a moment of presents of his Lord was like be in the middle 
of his living. All around was only an environment. The present of his Lord was overwhelming all around to foggy and hold his eyes only on Him. 
He was whole comprehended on his Lord. His sight takes him out of his all past experiences.
Nothing compares to His present.

He desires to be in His present all the days, his heart was running only to God, to Him alone, to the middle of his life. The country around 
was present for him, but what it was against being with Him. 
Again he was smelting the aroma, again he was hearing the voice which was so pleasant for him. Again he was feeling the touching, again 
he was seeing Him. He wants nothing but live the minute again, be comprihended on Him. That he can do it ever all around.. to see his Lord. 

The same as our heart is happy in His love, His heart is happy in love to us. We are standing here, and He easily loves us. He is taking care, 
is ceasing because of love, is singing over us, is caressing, is full of Yes and never No. He is so close, so so breaking, He is overwhelming you 
that you are exalting.
What a hurt like a cry of despair was to lose us. If I could, I would let here mountains of emptiness, we can understand His hurt of losing us. 
His creatures, which was every day singing to Him. O, what hurt was touching us. But He was never far from us, He was there all the time 
to smuggle to Him, can be decided to be our God we can believe and stay surrounded. 
And He will never leave us!
Jesus Christ was like crying to the darkness which was heard by all and many were turned to Him, some were thinking about Him, some were 
searching Him, we’re going through darkness till they will see the light and some find Him. This is not the only way through the earth 
to Jerusalem but deeply to our own heart. Jesus Christ nailed on the cross in an unpleasure position was suffering and is not seeing 
on your appearance as He the His omit. All the time He is directed on your heart. He doesn´t stop seeing the needy, suffering, lost, last in favorite 
and He sees in them His beautiful, beloved children. He is on the cross and He realized Your love which is for His the most beautiful reward. 
He is fighting for His lost love. Your eyes, your love, your smile, your dance, it is the true value for Him the reason for His fight. It was worth it, 
your love, your smile, your love, your huddle to His hug, Your words, Your love, Your steps, and Your dance is what He wanted. It was your face 
which He called beautiful and is taking His heart such that He broke His to you. He called us friend for them He gave His life. 
When He has created you in the beginning, He gave to you all, the same in the end He gave you everything. 
When your child is born, you don´t think about to lose it and if you lose it, you will give all to have it again. This God´s servant was sweating 
His blood to give away guilts of His own to have they back. 
Settled with their offenses long time ago in His soul, He forgives and set them free…

He saw them as victims, he was decided to destoy them, He ask noone and was tauched their world. He wants to destroy them. 
He was a supporter of evil, fraud, lie, unluckyness, accsidents, hypocrisy and all evil. He came don´t invited and through fraud wheedles innocent 
souls which was blindly sinned, without knowing about results which they will take back. He was starting to outwit them, lieing to them 
and tempt to sin. He slavered them without commpassion.

But they had someone strongler. 

He used them in secret to his acts, hidden he do from them his makers. He swears them rewards which he lately wants back. 
He does from all victims. He reached for them, he didn‘t leave a millimeter he take back his government and power. 
However, I have evidence we are not victims. 
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He doesn´t want to leave the territory which was never his own. But he must go. 
Don´t turn back to follow him. Open the door of paradise and slam hardly the ones to the hell. 
But what about those who don´t know about it? What about them who are searching, stray, and are always enslaved? 
What about them which are uncompassionate whipped, harnessed to the yoke, and are carried gigantic burdens? What about them? 
Some of them have bloodshot eyes, some of them are dying, crying, some of them are prisoners of the four walls, ill, destroyed, alone, lost, 
aroused to greater sacrifices? 

Still he can lough to their eyes? Still he is lying them? Still he is spreading his nets? Still he is overwhelming them, kills, lies a destroys? 
The gate hasn‘t opened yet, no one not yet cry on him and don´t crack him from them. There is not yet the courage heart of servant of strong will 
which is knowing who he is in Christ. Truth not yet rip out the whip of the enslaver from his hands. 
Don´t yet the light lights the places of darkness? 

You must go and become the expected one otherwise he will destroy them. 
God will never leave them, you are called to say it to them. You are chosen to represent Him. Because He cannot see it no more. 
After all you want to do His will and be like Him, your life risk to others and so save yours. 
You don´t tell about high tax, because the new come to you with the same praise too.
In fact, you owe to each other the new which they never heard. In the middle of you arise a gigant well and you saw yet His gaze, 
in which was His heart and in it is putted all heart of all people which are around you. 
Don´t be affraid you can snatch a whip from his hands, roar and expel him, calm hurting and suffering hearts, you can repeat over 
and over the message about the Golgota Winner which overwhelmed your heart with His love. Your coming will be yet the first evidence 
of His love. 
You are the light carries.

The real depth of human hurt suffers really to deep, can destroy and close do deep chasm. The dark can be so dark, the hurt so deep 
that we can be in it all really lost. Really on the edge, huddled in the corner, not able to help ourselves. The deep of four walls, chasm of own soul, 
the silence which cannot be roaring over.

What to do with it, my Lord? I am asking and I can see tears in His eyes. From His hand is coming mighty power overwhelming anything. 
Who will carry it to others? 

“Write it to them.” You please me a there is so big deep in it, as it means their salvation, before my eyes project two tables of stone speaking 
about God´s law and not about people ones.

He set people free, don´t press to no acts according the peoples “organisation”. There are compassion and the hand of good Shephard 
which was preached about real truths. There is too the blood flowing on a mercy seat because of them. And we don´t catch our opportunity 
on strength of our personality which is taking on shoes, is tieing shoelaces, slip-on jacket and come to darkness, raining, overwhelms distances, 
is fighting through armies of evil on the way and begins to take out one and others, save far and wide up to forgetting own home and first can 
feel that there is not own real home but we are carrying in our hearts the home of heaven. Out there you find your origin, who you are, 
and you can meet the hero inside of you, you can know your real values which you can discover in the sight to eyes of others who need your help. 
As if despair, mysery dig and softened Your heart. As if it water the hero which is growing in you with every other compassion, 
with every other help, with every other overcoming myself and every other courageable slipping the cross on your back, again 
and again you can respond without asking to others to help them and to others and others. As time is running and your life is shorter 
and shorter, rebuild, you will not have other goal. That is, except the one over all others important and it is His smile.
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YOU ARE FREE

We can speak about God´s sacrifice which Jesus must overcomes to silent the righteousness of God. Maybe there were 
a lot of lawyers which were against people and HE in one act not only love but became the Guarantor for us. The everlasting 
tax was paid for our peace like confirmation of His love to us. Father don´t judge His people but He through the gift of 
His Son glue the mouth of those who were against us forever. He was in every moment on our side. He didn´t leave us. 
He loved and know with all what He have that He is with us, not against us. When we will open our own heart, we can 
understand His love. He was with us, not against us. The love of Father knows about the prise which we will have to pay and 
over it He send His own Son. How we can yet doubt of our value? Do we understand yet we are beloved? Are we in the deep? 
On the horizon arise sun and in the true midday was stopped till three hours witness about the Messiah which outbreath 
last time and out of Him body was flowing flow of blood and water is coming on the mercy seat deep under the cross. 
We are standing there and feel what is happened. What is done in the hidden, in the deep, we didn´t know. 
The last sacrifice, the everlasting praise was paid. The earth is shaking and in our mind are arisen words: 
“This is my beloved Son, obey Him.”
And He after it with His hand stokes, heals, bless, gives and hugs. If it is not love story so all around is a lie. 
It is so easy and so clear witness about value of God´s children that it is no possible to lose the direction. 
Maybe you will have to silence a lot of voices to hear in silence His clapping. And till our heart will beat, 
He will never stop to calling us. Maybe there are a lot of sounds but His you will not oversee. 
But forget on ears, and you know where you may go. 

He wants you will be free more than His own life.
He evaluates your gaze over all sunsets of His life.
For your beat of heart stops His own
                                                  and voluntarily he was decided you will live
                                                                                                          in exchange of His deaf.

What a beautiful God´s shah, in which He win
                                                 all sunsets
                                                 all the love of world
                                                 all smiles
                                                 and let be overwhelmed by hugs of His own children.

We run to Him and kissed Him
                                 without us there was sadness forever
                                                     and His eyes cry always tears. 

                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                    He won
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I often think about the reality when Jesus would be here with us physically, about His inner beautiful and strong body Lion of Juda about His 
strong words which overwhelmed the whole world and all my person. Thinking about touches with them He overtakes me about all the hell all 
around, gives me to Father’s hug, anointed me with oil, holds me in all of these things, heals the hurts and strengthens me to another fight, 
speaks to restore me and soothe better than mother. I am thinking about Him, how much I need Him. How much I wanted Him to come and 
take me to Him. It is only He and He whom I love. He has the biggest value in my life, and I live yet only for Him and to leave is gain. It hearts 
my heart out be here alone and He is pressing me to Him. He knows about all things deeply in us and He is here in every minute. 
Appreciated you with such value.
Jesus knowing all things that should come upon Him.
Went forth, and said unto them: “Whom seek you?”
They answered Him: “Jesus of Nazareth.” 
Jesus saith unto them: “I am He.”
As soon then as he had said unto them, I am He, they went backward, and fell to the ground.
Then asked He them again: “Whom seek you?” And they said, Jesus of Nazareth. 
Jesus answered: “I have told you that I am He. If therefore you seek me, let these go their way.
Let these go their way.
Or He gave His life of His own free will.

All my life stands on Jesus Christ!

How it could be, how it could be that I am surrounded to Him, how it could be that my life is fully surrounded!One fine day He was taken 
my hand and showed me life another way. He was showed me that it is possible to live my life another way, if I would gave it to His hands. 
He was showed me miracules of unwritten laws, He was showed me the wealth of heavenly Kingdom and He said: “You have the value to live 
in it.” He took me in His arms and overcame me over the most dangerous place of spiritual fights and hill my hurts through spreading oil 
from my head to my toes without only one though on time. What a miraculous to be God´s child. What a value we have, although we were till this 
time only people of unvalue and insignificantness. What a value we growed, the meter of the measuring instrument has moved from zero 
or minus digits to the maximum. Child of God, Child of God, maximum, all what I have, I gave for them all, no time, no one, and no thing pluck 
them out of my hand. They are mine!

I will not give them to anyone, I will fight for them till the latest end. I will not let them fall, and I will not let no one hurt them, do weapons 
against them, draw up a plan to their fall. They are mine, no one and nothing will touch them to destroy them. Never and nowhere I will leave 
them, and I will never leave them alone. Never even no minute I don´t plan to go away from them or suffer them. I will never let them to live alone, 
never I will let them lose the way and go there from where wouldn´t go back. He holds me in His arms and was jumped over chasms under us. 
He was looked on me carefully how is mine soul, my heart, my body, all of me. To love God with all my heart, soul, mind, and strength too was 
for me like be surrounded and don´t watch the circumcisions. It was all too ok, because He all His life, all His story, all His person always lighted 
to me that He loves me. His love was touched to depth of my soul, to depth of true human heart. I was understood the light which is lighten 
to me from His side must receive personally for my own the way that the light is for me. Exclusively for the person of the individual. 
After it, He went to the life story of His life which berry silent mount when they were crying on Him. What He has on His mind at that moment, 
what was in His mind when all around was for Him interesting? He was spat, He was offended, He was silent when He can oppose, but because 
of His free will he didn´t oppose, because His beloved creatures were in His mind, the whiles with Adam in paradise, your birth and your first 
speaking of His name, the fact what He feels you are in His arms. 

In whiles of His silence, He was thinking about your name. In moments of terrible suffering, He was thinking about one, about you, yes, it is true, 
He suffers there your second deaf, the total department of God when He cried: “My God, why are your forsaken me?”. 
A painful deaf, terrible day, fear in Gethsemane, and then assurance to do these all for saving those who really loves Him. Like a hero is He 
standing to destroy all evil which wants you to overtake you.
He is standing on His legs to go through the way behind the town and dead behind the gate of town, to be counted to evildoers, to be despised, 
pierced and dead instead of you. To dead in total department from God, to dead alone, in the second dead which means department from God.
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He is standing on His legs to go through the way behind the town and dead behind the gate of town, to be counted to evildoers, to be despised, 
pierced and dead instead of you. To dead in total department from God, to dead alone, in the second dead which means department from God.

He was standing before me like He who gives His life for me because He loves me because of His free will. He was standing there like He who looks 
on me, hand my hands, take me aside and says with a deep look to my eyes, „Wait here.“, then He leaves not because to leave me alone but 
because of the list of my debts and knows what is waiting on me because of it. In the middle of His soul, He was decided to do something with it, 
He was decided to resolve it because of me, relieve me of weight. He was decided because of love. He knows me personally, He knows clearly about 
my all mistakes and deficiencies, about all what is shame for me, He saw it and yet He hand me to those of Him, He takes me aside and said: 
„Wait here.“. Then He went to live story of His life which carry silence closed mouth when they shout on Him. What He has on His mouth, what 
He was thinking about, when nothing around didn´t interested Him? He was spited, He was offended, He was silent, and He can be defended, 
but He doesn´t want. He has on His mind His own people which He loves.

He takes you aside you don´t need to suffer nothing from it all, you beloved church of God. He takes you aside because of His great love, 
He was suffered because of you, He can run to you after all those terrible things, take you to His arms and turn around with you in the greatest 
joy that you don‘t have to go through any of these things, that the debt, things which burden you, are away forever. He is running to you in joy, 
it is away for ever and ever. He is pressing you to Him in love and only with one reason because of love. 

There where He then leave you and said: Wait here, He leaves you only because He wants to protect you. He will never want to destroy you 
something, He would never want to lose your hand in the forever separation, He would never want lost it and let it go far and far to full seclusion. 
The reason why He done it was He wants you to press closer and closer. So much so to be one with Him. So much so have in mind only Him every 
day, so much so to hold whole life through my breath for Him to run through this life running with only one goal, only one goal which is steady 
fast, goal which will be here for you forever. 

Jesus´s verdict: „If therefore you seek me, let these go their way.” means that He was decided to suffer for you. Let those go their way means 
I protect them, I will not leave them, I will not let them to destroy, I will never let them to touch the evil on them, because I love them. 
Because I love them, because I love them, because I loooooooooove them. 
I will not leave them, I will not let them be destroyed, I will suffer rather for them. Let them to be protected, I will go instead of them, 
I will go alone, don´t touch them, never touch them. They will be worthy of safety and my love, every day I will let the sun rise for them, every day 
I will give them the bread, every day I will lie them down in green pastures, every day I will for them the enough. I will undergo it, only let these go 
their way. Yes, I know, they are worthy of the highest judge, yes, I know they are worthy of everlasting leaving, yes, I know the verdict was issued, 
but I carry in on me instead of them. I will undergo it. I will undo it instead of them.
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To the latest drop, He has drunk the cup of angry, to the latest He undoes your penalty, to the latest to settle with the lender,….
He is running to you, He takes you to His arms, without the latest thoughts on suffering He must undergo, but with thoughts on you only. 
He takes you to His arms and He is happy You belong to Him… in the time of flowing your tears on your face.

Every one of us has our value no matter if is modern, in, out, unfavourite, or received… it depends on his heart. We can have a modern clothed 
person but what is interesting to us is his heart. So we can look anywise and don´t be a judge for it. No matter what kind of style do you have, 
your heart is important. People can honor you, but the main part which is seen is the heart and according to its mature individual, 
it is because not depends on your style. 
The value is according to the strength of the heart. The heart shows who we are, your value. Don´t let your value take away. You can be free 
and be yourself and be fully surrounded by Christ too. Built your heart and if you will be in jeans or goat, it is not important. 
Love is the only one thing which speaks deeply. 
Meeting with Jesus is personal part the deepest personal. It is something the most beautiful where you want to be forever. 
You know about your value and you know you are beloved. Your heart singing and you are asking what kind of beautiful song which you want 
always to listen, and you want to be there – in the place deep in your heart. Deep in you is arising place of meeting with God, the Holy of Holies, 
where you still want to be for His present. If you are a temple in Christ, His spiritual temple which He alone build than you may to have Holy 
of holies too and it is the most beautiful place on earth, inside of you. Your heart is shining under love of Him who value you His own blood. 
You can sink and sink in His love like in ocean and the only wish is more to be dissolve. 

Valuation of your value is counted gigantic calculation on His table, which started somewhere on the start and is ended somewhere in infinity. 
His act is written forever and never will be loosen neither from history nor of me, He signed forever. I breath because He gives me to breath and 
I will never stop my breathing, because He is here. He changed my life forever. My heart deeply touched will never, O, never will give command 
to end. My Lord has not the end, don´t cry for end, when here is life. 

The personal meeting is about courage, that nothing else has value for you, only meet with Him. Include of it is determination He will see you 
right who you are. And to stand to the minute of His answer. Maybe you will surprised He will telling you what He likes on you and you will have 
problem to believe it, but when you will stand through it, you will say: “It is because of You.” After it you will wait and you will see how 
He is coming to you and you will stand through it, He will takes over your heart fully and you will understand His love. Come through this all 
process can last years or only one day, if you will not run away. If you know about your value which you have in His eyes, it will be easier for you 
to believe Him and stay. Sooner or later we will must to return to the place till we will allowed Him to have all of us, till we will fully surrounded, 
till we really understand, till will let Him love us deeply and let Him through us to change the world. The service is namely hand in hand with 
love which we together with Him have. From one side to our heart is flowing and to other side is from heart flowing. 
The deep meeting with Him who let Himself expose Him, whip, slip, lose all value, cannot be about fear. We know that the perfect love caste out 
fear, we know, He who loves till the latest drop of His soul, He who crated us in the womb of mother, He who was earlier than Abraham, knows all. 
He knows the most secreted places, He knows because of we are in shame and He shows His love, that 

THROUGH IT HE IS DEEPLY IN LOVE.

Give Him your heart and He will change your life. A lot of things and actions will be in His arms, a lot of fears will be fight off, much love will 
grow, a lot of lies will away and many of values you will understand.
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Sometimes we understand death like an imaginary frontier of life with it is everything temporary expires. 
Our uncertainty often grows closer we are to that line. How it can be? 
Our heart is not sure enough what Jesus said about us. 

Jesus destroys death and all strength of evil. It is the truth it is distant from us. 
He as a Winner the line broke through and through it, He spread the way of life, so you can go pleasantly. 
You will joyfully cry until you will receive it. Walk on the way and feel His presencet which will never leave us, 
never and nowhere, alone. God is the most guarantee. Yes, He holds you absolutely, Yes, no one can rip out, He is guarantee, 
His love to you guarantee and hold, and stand and never, never, never will leave you. You are esteemed and valuable
and it will never change. Pleasure of His love will never be dissapeared and will overtake you through the line of death. 
There is no doubt. He all fulfilled with His love. Never, never, never He will leave you and does not dissapoint. 
He is the strongest One which you ever know, His love is not limited, He is lifted you up so highly where no one and nothing 
can ever touch. It is deep of His love in every seconds approveded to us and no one cannot destroy it. It is He as a Guarantor. 
He who everything holds in His arms, He who ended our accounts, He who said: “Here I am.” When you were lost in it 
and He don´t give it up. He is holding your life, your accounts, all what you are and what belongs to you. 
He was standing there and pay all instead of you. He solved your case. He knows about all and yet He loved… 
He will never stop His loving you.

His surrounded heart vouched for you. 
You smiled and He runs for you and lifts you in His arms. 
You called and from all sides, it was answered: “I am here.”. You asked and He covered you with a soft duvet of His love. 
You looked around and He softly dissolves you in His love. He covered you and warm all your world. You didn´t say it yet 
and He whispers love to your ears. You doubted you, and He valued you with the highest price. He stroke every part of you 
and cast out every doubt. He knows what with your heart. He knows how to cast out every lie. He knows how to change 
prison to garden….

On our body is a beautiful and valuable place which is serving us very well. I don’t want point organs and senses, 
but joints are often pressed because of our humility, and these are knees. Thanks to them are whole body able to bow down 
and pay homage. Privilege of servant is namely humility and giving honor to our Lord. Praising and thanks giving 
is pleasure song which can resonate in all who we are and sourounds it to Him. To praise is like celebrating after long fight. 
Every fighter knows that  moment. The praise is mighty declaration affection of own heart. It is bowing down before 
Creaturer which was not only come me to the world but too saved me, give me to be a fighter, and He gives me to win. 
Here is good to praise because we have for what. And when you will close your eyes, you can see how great is it for Him. 
After all the everyday holding on our legs, supporting and output from the fight to the win He too wants to be in resting 
and heart stroken praise. 
It is clear, He is not sleeping and He doesn´t need rest, but maybe it is for him stroke which can overwhelmed His heart 
with love for a moment. I will not ask how many days He is waiting on our praise, but I say that too our greeting, our smile, 
our silent word, silent understanding, picture, dance, knowing our own value is for Him praise, in which He overwhelmed 
us with love the way we don´t want to finish. Don´t be worried in heaven it will never end. 

Now we must work but there we will enjoy it.
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He was decided to do it.

He wants it, you were worth it to him. He fell in love with you. Don´t you believe it? Believe it, it is true. Understand the true, understand Him. He 
was and is the Truth, Way and Life whole personally and perfectly, in every part, it testifies about His personality. He was decided to fight 
with all principalities of darkness because of you and He won you. Now He knows you more than you and He loves you more than you know 
and can exist and ever can be. You discover your value, you discover who you are. His sacrifice is telling about it: He was suffered and doesn´t 
speak – He was decided to be silent, He doesn´t defend nothing. His defend was price which He was payed for you. He knows about value of 
own life and with it He praise you. He was silent, because words would be a few. His compassion was decided to mute. 
He is beautiful, I know I want to live with Him, I know I want to live eternity with Him. I will never leave Him a I will stand hard till the end, 
till my last breath. I will pay, I do not regret it, this is important to me. He winced his face away from the scream: “crucify!”… I am alone, 
no one holds me with smile, with caress, closeness, I left over alone, in my mind is she, the beautiful church, which like pour bride who is 
whispering my name, I forgave them, my heart full of love is not angry, I love her more than my own life, I love her more than my own value, 
I suffer, for love I suffer, but she is so beautiful, I will give all and they can take it, she is my reward. 
There was appeared her smile in His mind and was disappeared in scars of whip, what was in His heart? 
The face of Father, His childhood, the strength of heavenly crowds and His love, act of salvation. Was it not enough?
One small earth, a few of people on it? Can it be so strong, love of the few people on It? Can it be so strong, love to them? Yes, 
He dead on the cross and is telling about love to you.
O, Salomoun, have those your thousands… For Jesus is here the only one, the nation of faithfull which understand His love, they find, know, 
receive, and give back, she is the one in His eyes and the fight He fights for her. 

The value of His love tells about your value. Maybe you have not big value before others and before yourself. Maybe you have heard a lot of things 
about it. But He determines your value. He has interest to receive you as His child, He wants to hold by your hand and hold you till you will 
receive to live only from Him. Maybe it is not possible to start over, but He was started over instead of you. He gives His life and arise again 
to win new life for you. You were hidden in His arms and were only His, when He hands all your heart. He could get it, He fought for your 
freedom without any hesitation, there is no way back. This is a way where you have no time to look back, He breaks water in front of you 
and such a way that you are dizzy because of deep He got through without hesitation, you are sitting on eagles wings and you swallow a stream 
of air frightened, your lashes are pressed against your eyelids, and your eyes try to stop the shaking of your head, love caught you in its whirl 
and you are gaining the strength of a warrior which love spread far and wide. You have a task under which your heart moans. You are breathing 
only for it and you expect your victory, till you will end your running. You are touching His wholes in His arms and legs you see it with your 
own eyes, your own victory will not miss you. You are looking, trying to understand the plan, because of it your life moans 
and He is in agreement. Yes, I commissioned you! You know that you will not miss the glory which He gives to you and you are prepared to jump 
into deep. Sweeping the wings and your own lifted against rain and wind and gusts of wind which turn your plumage is on the way, you know 
that you must trust the love which He gave. He gave His last breath, and you know that all body stay to lie because of you too. Deep inside of you, 
you reigns like remarked and pierced with the work which you swear to help to end because of love which you feel. This overwhelmed all your life. 
You are standing there and with His last breath takes your one, because He wins you through love. You are coming back home and every step 
endlessly long fall on the ground, you are hit and when you lifted your head, you know, that not only horizontally but too vertically you will live 
now, even if you would die you will never end because He won. You remember when He anointed you with oil of joy over all your enemies, 
you remember His hands, you know how they touched you, and you don´t know if you are able to carry the load of love which He gave to the 
world. You are walking and feels like you float. Remember His face which is deeply printed in you which is with every another breath drown 
His reflection in you. It is His love what changes you. 
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You feel hit, like you would someone else, like a new person, you understand things another way. 
You are fighting and you are winning, no one can defeat you. And why? Because He is standing behind you. 
His fragrance never leave you, you never leave His appearance, 
He was undersigned in you by all His touches, you are like a cheep in midst of wolves, 
lost in the world of those who do not understand. 

How to explain to them what are you feeling, how to explain to them the undersign which you have inside of you. 
You don´t care if they are killing you, laugh at you, don´t understand, throws stones, smirk,…
Because He gained you by love, through the act of the same surrounding and no one can rip you out from Him. 
The way where you are walking has one direction and it is not possible to go back there. It is the way of eternity, 
which you are starting when you open your heart. When you will step in, you will never leave it because of the bond of love. 
You are growing into a trunk, you are preparing the tea for Father and Son 
and you are surrounding to all what belongs to Them.

You are running and searching for your Dear, which was valued you like no one else. 
The love spread on Golgota and one tail remain on you too, you can‘t defend yourself, 
because He overwhelms you early than you can catch sight of it. 

Every one of us will understand beauty of flying over there.
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I was defeated when you was birth, first you was crying and I can see the deep of your eyes, I was amazed, I pressed you hard to my breast, 
jealousy was birthed in me to every one who would to see it too. I loved you to the deep and lead you through the sea with dry feet. 
I gave you answers to your questions and explained the true. I have you in the deep of my soul like a really treasure till you ran at first. 
You mean everything to me.
I never forgot the aroma of your hair. I would to run miles to grab your shoulder to pull you back when you were leaved. Strands of your hair 
fluttered behind you as goodbye.
And then when I can you press in my arms like Shephard His cheeps, hide my face in soft wool and whisper words of my heart and are speaking 
about my willingness to drive away every wolf, give my life to finish the fight definitely. 
Now you are finally mine.
You were smiled and hid your face with smile on my chest and I can see the whole world, every surrounded heart, every fighter for our things. 
I was running and carrying you. I was jumping over all fires of hell and you were hidden your face on my chest. 
I was all for you.

I gave all and was for you all.
I was poured me out to the last breath and you start to breath for me. 
I was said YES and you leaned back deeply and cryed over all the world: “YEEEES!”
I took care of you and you let yourself to creature according to me. 
You were MINE.

I blew into your hair and you looked to my eyes with question: “Will we fly?”
I said: “You will fly.” and you fell into my arms. Someone was talking here to contest it, but I shouted at them. 
You are safe.

You saw me in eyes of the needy and start to care about them. I was felt your touches so intensively that they were healed, they were jumped 
and started to praise Me and you were smiled. 
I was telling you: “Smile always.” and let you overflow with so big love that your smile completely absorb you and changed you. 
Now you are mine in every smile. I am holding you by your hand and know about every drop of the blood in the sweat because of you. 
“Father, look on it, this was worth it to us.”
I would run to find you, He intertwined among the branches of the dark forest as a whip flickered in the air with which they deface me, I would 
run deeper to the end of the soul to find you there. I would get to the deep of earth and don´t fear going far. I would hang my Father´s hand 
and we will fight you together. Although my soul overwhelmed fear, I would go far but not only of the reason I can do it but too because 
at the end of it are you. You are waiting there wrapped with ropes. You have the strength of love, you carry the faith which overwhelmed 
the world, that’s the reason they wrapped you. I alone torn apart am rending ropes of deaf and darkness. I am carrying you to my arms 
and carry you to the light. No one can take you from me yet. All were nodded their heads, but I know what I´ve done. It was my plan to saving 
them, to rip them out of the hands of hill. I carry her triumphantly and don´t let her fall. 
And earth is shaking under my steps.
When I will want I will pull the sun for a while to not shine to your eyes for I can immerse to your eyes which are overwhelming Me.

I was came to write story of love to your life.
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I was one beautiful morning, which He did for me, out on a walk with my two dogs.
This morning He told me His story. The story of His heart.
“Do you know, I loved her, she was like a gift I long wanted to.”
I was looking at my small dog, which was for me a miracle gift too, a faithful and dear dog. A dog which would do for me all. 
“But then someone stole her to me.”
I saw again pictures with my dog before my eyes. He was dear to whole our house, he was pampered and often he only sleeps on the sofa 
and let all to pamper him. He was beautiful, dear, and lovely, faithfull and subordinated. But pampered. I often stood and look on it, and inside 
of me was meaning that through this he is destroyed. This morning was the dog directioned with joy to the wood and started to chase the wild 
animals there. Before it I was told him to don´t do it. It longs one long year, I was learned it to him, but he was bad in it again and again. I was 
answered What may I do? What then can I do with him? You will have to let him run and don´t be angry with him, 
but don´t let him go to walk with you. 
I know punishment will not help. 
“This day they again let me alone, they didn´t believe to my words, they didn´t want to by with me. And I did let them go. 
I swear You will not enter in my rest.”
Around me run in bigger desire my dog without thinking about me, he was running to another place where he knows there are animals in rest. 
It can hear the yapping from far. I wanted to see the beauty of the beautiful morning which my Lord do for me but in my heart was anger which 
wanted to overwhelm me. I know there is not quick solution except he will not walk with me, but he will stay on the sofa, where he lose 
succumbed to perfection. I wished first for long time I have him he doesn´t to return to me, I stopped striving for him.
He suddenly returned.
I punished him and shouted: “And go home.”
he crouched down and went home.
I didn´t want to be with him.
I wanted to concentrate to Got, not to him. 
Mighty God has Son, and the Son loves His Father first, later His beloved.
And this way it can be.
I was looking next to me and there was my second dog, bigger, black, he comes to me after grandma deaf. He doesn´t sleep on sofa, but outside, 
he has on the torn sweater again freeze. He often waited for me outside and was going with me everywhere. He didn‘t move from my leg, although 
I never care about him from childhood, but let be with me after grandma deaf. He had a hard life dog tied to a chain at a shed, each stick scared 
him, his head was full of memories of the punishments he went through, he never had puppies 
because he was mercilessly neutered by the puppy. 
He walked peacefully beside me, all the way behind me, and he didn‘t even notice what the little dog was doing.
He was walked beside me and I can know about my God on this way.
A lot of us are too like this old shabby mongrel which decided to stay, although all around was smalling and although we were tempted by all 
possible passions. We were ordinary pagans and He was in love with us maybe for our ordinariness. He couldn‘t imagine going out without us, 
because of He can rely on our love and although we are standing here in old torn sweater, it suits us very well with our Lord. You fell in love 
with ordinary people and Your love you were giving them till the end. You dead for all of them without difference. You found us in these rags, 
by your hand you were touched our head and lift it up. You were looked deeply into our eyes. You was searched us in the heaviest bushes and 
dirty places, and you decided to with fast and directed running come to us, you were looked back behind the shadow which roamed 
through the earth and catched human heart to His nets. Nets of love, which was drench us totally, we are standing before You as we are 
and you said: “Yes, it is she.”.
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The story than in the desert was written to the history like part of God´s story which still alive, especially we realize the person of God 
which is there shown in the light of in which we can know Him too. He cares about someone in the middle of nations, oppressed, enslaved, 
He cares with His mighty hand to they know Him in fullness, to let Him love them with His jealousy and saving love, which is known to the whole 
world. The mountain which burnt with fair to heaven was the place where was in that time the best to be, there was God and they 
can be on the place with Him, and yet they were built that calf. Water which is standing around them because of them to go through with wet 
feet. With who they have the privilege to be side by side, on Who they can look, Who was talking to them directly. Who was appiered in the pillar 
of cloud, when they just argue to be judge for them, Who was always near to them, Who was never leave them alone and swear to them He will be 
with them all the time, because He is FAITHFULL GOD?
Only they alone determined their fate, but He remains to them the same. Desert would thank to God stayed the most awesome place where 
we can be. Misfortune and persecution are in contrast of God love something nugatory. Absolutely amazement over Gods doing is lifted them up 
maybe to the heavenly places. It seems like they are not on the earth. Moses said after it: “Know therefore this day, and consider it in thine heart, 
that the LORD he is God in heaven above, and upon the earth beneath: there is none else.”
This was the story which perfectly captures the beauty of God, the beauty of Christ who is after it coming to save His people.
How far touch His love. Isn´t it perfectly captures for all the world? This God doesn´t stop to love, after all He doesn´t stop to love. He brings law: 
Love, which He proves clearly through His story of all history by His present pattern. Who of us understood it really?

With serious expression, with eyes upon you, in the image of man, Son of man, He appiers alone to people His perfection image of Father, 
comes to meet with His disciples to learn all to it and those others, and those others, and those you,… to carry to you His serious expression 
on you, after all of these what He live with peoples of this earth. He is coming to you with His love. 

One day I was again to go out and the small dog although he was not invited, he comes to me, he was thinking we are going to walk. I was tur-
ning to him and command to go back home, I said it three times and than I didn´t turn back. I was walking quickly and didn´t turn back. 
All the time when I was not turning to him to not see how he answered on it, I have big hurt in my heart. It hurts to cast him out of me. 
This day was the walk only about thinking about the small dog. It is because I think that God is with us more when we are thinking that 
He is not with us and that he didn´t remember us. He will NEVER forget us. Even if He cast us out from Him, His heart would blood for us. 
Do you understand why He accepts the cross? He is blooded because He doesn´t have us by Him. I walked and felt a big hurt. When I come 
on the hill, on the farthest place of walking I was turned… and found out the dog didn´t go behind me. 
He accepted my command. He went back home. I have heard his long whine. The dog suffers the same way as me. I was hurrying home 
and when I returned before the house, a small dog was waiting in the hutch. I was stretched my arms wide and encouraged him to come to me. 
He came to me and our hearts met again. 
Till it he walks at my feet.
If we don’t understand the commands of our Father to live according it through glass of love, we will never fulfilled it. I realised I am more 
to my dog than his desires and he really loves me. I am in joy with him and he is dear for me. If we will not Christian through love we are really 
not Christians. If we will not change our life according to love, we never really loved and if we never loved we never really know Him but someone 
hidden us the truth and we are believe the false one.
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We must become a desert where is no one else than He alone.
Then He will cause there will be grown figs and acats, cedrus and cipruss. He will let spread up water there 
and He will build a garden in us in which He is so glad to walk…with us. 
In the minute there was no other place where we wanted to be…there where is He, nowhere only with Him. 
Only high there where is no one else, ONLY HE AND YOU.
It will be for you dance, flight, lonely sailing, paradise, garden, till you will get so close, you are afraid of, but He said: 
                                                “Don´t be afraid.”.
And you come closer than you´ve ever been… upon His breast.

That the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of glory may give unto you the spirit of wisdom and revelation in the 
knowledge of him: The eyes of your understanding being enlightened, that ye may know what is the hope of his calling, 
and what the riches of the glory of his inheritance in the saints, And what is the exceeding greatness of his power to us-ward 
who believe, according to the working of his mighty power, Which he wrought in Christ, when he raised him from the dead, 
and set him at his right hand in the heavenly places, far above all principality, and power, and might, and dominion, 
and every name that is named, not only in this world but also in that which is to come.

The name HEART we can find in the Old Testament, but and too in New Testament and we can afresh from the truth God 
knows our heart, a man may love God from whole our heart, God gives to heart of man gift of His Ghost, 
according to Ephesians 3:17 in it remains Christ. The heart simple, direct, clear is opened for God´s present and effect, 
endly in Acts pierce that believers have one heart and one soul. 

Treasures which our heart seen are the true treasures. 
We should have one heart with others and respect hearts in us. 
Heart is gate which leads us to the middle of essence, to God´s Kingdom.
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The river of God´s Ghost is pouring always to take us closer to God´s heart to save us through His presence. It will be always here and prove 
to us Father will never leave us. As Jesus and His disciples we can fight, which lose their life to live forever. It is a fight for life and death 
and it is a fight for own soul. Holy Ghost is always fighting for saving our clear hearts and our surrender to God´s work.

Do you know, somebody stole you the truth about your value. But your value is staying the same, only you don´t know about it. Your value was 
appraised on God´s Son. And the value is still the same, no matter if you have done something wrong or not. All human offenses are in one clear 
designation: FORGIVEABLE and FORGIVEN. 
You have got for God always the same value either you sinned from down to dusk or not. Actually we know that someone act they are clear, 
but they are not. What decides is our heart, position, consciousness of sinfulness, mercy and love of Christ, knowledge of value and light going 
through us. Value does not fall, does not rise, it is done. You are never lost. Your value is speaking about His love to you. You have such a value, 
He appreciated you. And it is everlasting, biggest and irrevocable. 
Once I did a sin, I feel convicted, but then I saw a picture…
God the Father was standing up and on all indictments He waved His arms wide and cryid: “I love her.” 
And it was silence.

Understanding of God´s love directly surrender our heart, and the full surrender heart is going and tell others secret of happy life in truly 
surrounded to Him Who gave us all. In His love is disappeared the sinfulness and feel of gilty which is drowning us 
and we forgave on our own value. 

Maybe you were like a prisoner which doesn’t know the way out of own prison, labyrinth, which you try to go through to much times and over 
you were searching the way out  and it stays around you like terrible reality of your life. You bow down, close your eyes and opened your heart 
and started to cry to Him waiting His mighty wind, His jealousy love, to lift you up on its wings and gave you another world. You were maybe 
in prison of illness and depression, sadness and misunderstanding, you were maybe alone and lost, destroyed and on the end of your strength, 
you were maybe broken and under the pressure of heaviness and fear. You were maybe in prison, without hope,…

His spilled heart wolked half way directly to you. You gave the your and wolked a part of the way clear to Him. He dead for you, crushed 
and you on other place on planet crushed too, you feel the silent tapping. God loves us first. Through linie of time the knopping of His blood 
flowing because of you is pearcied to the deep of your heart. You are not alone, He is standing next to you. You are not desprete, alone, ill, 
in prison. He was payed. The reality of His act change reality just there, where are you this time and this place, maybe because of it His act is over 
the time and spaces, over all limits, to deepths of human heart. Heart which we can called too like inner person and all 
what we are inside of us is the same like eternity, uniqueness of God, whole surrounding to flood of the river, about which Jeremiah was writing, 
the river of Holy Spirit, which was given to us. The mighty Ghost of God is present in us and He is God in fullness. 

How it can be? 

The word of God write about it. It is because your inner man is one with Him. God´s act is namely over time and tall widen and fur, 
on the farness in every closed room He is present. Our yes is deeply opened my person to Him who loves us now and here. It is alive thema a real 
meeting and uniqueness horizont of His present, which is still speaking with His act do deep, doing all minute deep like ocean in which 
with every breath you can see His gaze, and in which you will sung in narrow hug with Your Lord.
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The surrendered heart is key, it is a wild jump to the water and searching for our value in the middle of our own identity in Him in the middle 
of a relationship with Him which you will start to live. It is not able to miss the flood, in which like a leaf in wind are losing your own identity. 
It is not able to live a life with Jesus superficially, Christianity is an inner matter without barriers and mantinels. It is a river in which is mixed 
His love to Him with the value which you have for Him. The world is losing the sharp edges and to fly high, there is not able to miss. 
Live in the arms of Jesus is a wild dance without limits. It is paradox how it can become from clamped Christianity the wild love overwhelming 
all. Christianity is inner music that is overwhelmed all known. It touches all areas of humanity to the deep overwhelms all human experiences, 
feelings, thoughts, love, all relationships, all personality, wisdom, acts, and deep inner things. We can ask why Jesus is the Prince which 
overwhelmed all what is known and is going through past, present and future. But His act is so deep for us that we cannot exolted all the wight, 
far, deep, high which He spread before us. 
We are not able to capture the hill which no one through his high cannot overwhelmed, the chasm what no one can fill, not the far which 
we not yet go through not in far nor in wight, and so He becomes our world.
And all what He is, all in all, the Kingdom of God and endless value which no one can number. One is clear the deep of your eyes is 
overwhelming Him. Love with which He loves you examines every part of you and evaluates like perfect. As if the cacrifice which was given for you 
to all of your cell written: perfect, clean, righteous, God´s child, holy, accepted, beloved, evaluated by value God´s Son, redeemed, paid, relieved 
of debt, relieved of shame, new, clear, holy, 

MINE.

Even if the plaintiff rises, He will hide you behind Him. he will handle it Himself. You belonged to Him, you are His child, when you call, 
He is here. You will ask and He will answer, you feel threatened and He will come like your safety. You don´t know what to do next and He will 
come and will spread His prefect plan before you, he will take you on his lap and in the middle of your admiration open all what He knows from 
the beginning. It worries you, because you don´t understand how it could be and HE give his hand before your mounth and look to your eyes. 
Now you understand His majesty and silenced over His possibility and through next days you are sailing through on wave of absolute extase 
nolimeted and opening, you understand your possibility without limits which are thank His belonged to you too. It seem like be on board of rich 
capitain which possibilities are here for you too. And He? Is waited you will be home. Maybe in that time you will lose idea about all and so rather 
will open the Bible and again receive His trueth to you and try to stay hard rooted ever you are like in big tornado, which is touched all hights. 
You are trying to calm your senses but His love is drench you again and again like waterfall. you haven‘t even absorbed first mouthfull of your 
Lord yet and He is coming again. you stand like scalded. Sun is setting behind three crosses on horizon and you feel the peace in your heart. 
O, He has done so great things for me. 

Welcome in love. It overwhelmes you so much your mind is defeated and you are telling: “And what can I do for you?” 
Whole earth will shake under those words. You are standing there, and God watching in you diamond, your beatted heart for Him brighten all 
horizon and only earth is circle silent in its carousel, but other all were silented and pierced their eyes to you. The sun was coloured to red 
and God´s heart beat wild the same speed as yours.  Act of Jesus again changed history, changed another life, and start new story in the middle 
of all dirty. New fighter, new son, new soldier, new fighter, new life sourounded with gaze came in to the God´s heart. He runn wildly and decided 
to climb up on mountain, run to narrow way up, directly to troone, behing first part of way there are waiting God´s wings. 
On the wings of peace he is sail up to heaven and help all anothers. 
Word of life in his mouth is spreading around like a light.

You are light of the world, you are salt of the earth.
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In the fullness of God´s love, we love other people. They are all for us, we are losing ourselves for them. We are going through exams, destresses, 
and physical weaknesses to give them all that they need to find Love.
In the midst of it, we are only with Jesus, alone from people, we are not strengthened from people, but we are given to them, we have only One,  
Jesus like a source of all what we need. And sometimes someone near who is in it with us as a gift of His love. 
Our circumcised heart is concentrated narrow to only one middle point 
                                                                                          and this is Jesus Christ.

This Life needs to bear and breathe all planet. 
Every heart need Life.
I know, your value is telling about ability to tell and act, … learn to love?
How many of hearts are you able to open and come home? This is not a game, but the biggest fight of life. Earth is turning around far, 
is breathing , time is running over, waiting on you, tirelessly go to the way, You will meet anothers on the way a you will not alone, 
who is saved and are saving others. 

“Run away” He often cry on me a I was running like to save life, and then he spread arms wide and I jumped to His arms. 
There is no more I´ve wanted. Please hold me. 
And I will go and will hold others with Your love. Value, which He gave to us, was uncalculable and touch the maximum value, 
from heart to heart will this new preached out, He was overflowed to depth of His soul, He gave it all, contained absolutely everything, 
either all earth, and all of your person, and it is goal. This goal calls you like strong moving strength to get to the goal. 
Not only to fur but to all places and to all hearts. You have a big potential.

You started to talk and mountings are falling, the light around you is here like a chord of Holy Spirit, you are not looking around, 
you are not interested in reactions. Word which is deeply inside of you, is spreading out and you, servant of truth are swimming soaked 
of His love in the midst of ocean and not ashamed to bears fruit. Yes everybody is looking and want to judge. 
Yes, there is a lot of critical.
But don´t be worry, no one can stop you. The heart gain with love is not breakable. And this fruit will not fair. He is here and will heal the scars 
and anointed you with oil, He will takes care of you non-stop. He is here for you in the minute you are here for Him. 
You will save those who are drowning from the middle of swamp, because you are the one who understood it and know how to do all. 
You will call: “Lord!” and He will come, you will put your hands on sick and He will heal them, you will raise the dead because He will send them 
back, you will speak the words of Truth and He will agree through significants. You will cannot stop, the streght of hurricane will hit you too and 
you become the joy of Father. Be ready, He is taking you on His wings. Maybe you will enough speed but it is not important, the wind is blowing 
where it wants, you are hearing His voice but you don´t know from where it comes and to where is going. It is normal. It is not important to stop, 
be slow, it will be better to get used to it. He alone will move the finger on His plan which He spread before you and change circumstancies. 
You wil used to His leading. nothing will decide you, you will used to His plan will be fullfild still. All of us would to give all what they have, 
but they forget to surrounded their hearts, this is the reason of bland wandering and are explained all their way. They forget on Law of love 
and they never look up to decided to go up on the mountain next it they are sitting. But everyone is valuable of value of Jesus Christ. Son´s blood 
was flowed for everyone of them. Wish the strength of God will lift us up to clap on their shoulder 
and show with our finger to the top of mountain. 

Who don´t love brother, don´t know God. Love each other.
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When you will hear there up high squeak of an eagle, your excited brother of you in the high, in which he is soaring, don´t try to shoot him down, 
don‘t wave your hand over him but hear his story. Again and again, tape it over till it will give you compassion. Let your heart be softened up and 
let Him come in. In the minute when you open, when Jesus will come in Love will come in too. Then you will fight not against Him but for Him.  
And it is possible you will understand His flight and you will learn to fly on it. Whether you will do and whether you will, Jesus is with You but it 
is important what kind of attitude you stand in and what kind of heart are you standing or on bad 

                                                                         or wright then you will be near or fur from Him.

Either your heart belongs to God or someone else and according to it you or fly or fall. Stay standing down is but tepidity behind hot and cold, 
it is like unreadiness and nonunderstanding which is named only because of knowing it and become those who understand.
Say others about his mistakes bears no results, but let him ride in my new car born in him desire to live, awake his heart must be through flying 
together, not with words. That is what service is so important and what we may take others to it. 

So they can grow and be strengthened, know about hights and learn about conditions up there and about principles of wright fly, it is trust 
in Him. Love of Jesus which is spreading out of you, touches far and wide, most the who is with you. A narrow relationship is born, we called 
brotherhood.. Be a brother means to secure his back, stand close by and completely soaked of love fight the fight with him, without any answer to 
continue with saving the souls, decided and narrow with His help. Brother has one heart with you. Jesus prayed let them be one with us and 
with each other. Service with God is full of love of Christ and service to Him is what joyning us. 

It is why church is saving others, because it sending is to save. 
Other way we are missing.
Be brother is privilege which learn us to be one in together service. Our salt cannot lose the saltnesness, our trying cannot be weak, our strength 
and courage let be encourage blessing each other. Manytimes we were weak from service, but blessing each other take we new strengths and 
again were like eagles. 

                                                                                         Brother stand up, we are with you.

One heart with brotherhood encourage with division of “body of Christ” among “body of Christ” it joined us together and we are leading with 
one Head are unity to get everyone to depth of soul to the bone marrow. The word of God, who is Christ is going through us and is spreading 
around everyone else with love and truth, with it we are one. We are all with Christ in God and win in the battle against darkness. Unity of Ghost 
strengthen us and make a mighty armor of God unity which bears God´s power, unity and one heart. 

Love is here in it like the one know-how how to stay together, it become in us the mighty DNA thanks it we know clear what to do. Like every cell 
in our body knows how to grow and work. If we are one body, wo perfect. If we are together joint with love than really with love to each other 
and to each other and to every other with compassion over all who suffered with great image of Lord of lords. Through one law of leading with 
one Head of leading joint with love, we have just promised more high acts than our Lord do on earth. The strength of church which live with 
Lord´s desires is not overwhelmed and touched all world. Yes, they are among us those who bears 30, 60 or 100% to their Lord. Yes, they are 
saving yet, you can meet them. Whole earth is shaking under story of God´s children which were going through whole earth like mighty wave 
breakdown. God´s body which takes all what it can carry, become every day God´s fighter which know value of life teached well of act of Jesus 
is not searching, but help others to find.
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It is very easy and going to very deepness, which we could be in for our whole life. 
And so there are the main thoughts of all to open the door of own heart. We now know, that behind the door is the deep of our me, 
the treasure of God´s Son, live as brothers, and salvation of the world. We can be nothing or a part of it and so be all. 
We can alone to decide to be in or outside.

Peace. A lot of people said that peace is the Lord´s work always present. 
By me, peace has appeared when I came to God´s plan for my life and stayed with me all time. 
God cares alone for my peace. Peace is for me feeling of heart, which is on no place but in the work for God. 
I don´t remember on days without peace, without Lord´s present. 
I know those whiles of ups and downs and I know against it days of Lord´s presents in every second. I know how long I must to fight 
for it to be in God´s plan for my life and I know how I was in peace when I started to live this plan and the peace remain. Peace I leave with you, 
my peace I give unto you.

Peace is going with working what our God wants to. Peace is with servant, because it was swear to him. With peace is narrow joined enough 
and fighting personal fight. Every of us lives another life, place to live, problem, and we will go though it and learn on it who our King is. 
Yes, thanks if we have important experiences and growing and for understanding more or less of things around us, but we must go through 
it to fulfil the God´s plan. Peace is one of reward and compass of God´s reality, which is around us. To be Jesus´s friend can means a lot of time, 
and all overwhelming, but there is peace as reward. 

Follow Jesus gives us a lot of pleasure things, not only defficult.
I know, we need to feel the peace understand the truth and let love go through. 
In our heart to have Jesus´s law, on feets the boats of courage to act like Him and be changed to His image. Start to live another way. 
Don´t to resist. But to run to His story with all I am. Obtained by love, surrendered  without limits and overwhelmed of all what He is. 
HE IS.

The peace will appiered in all the earth for you, brightened the sunset and on all let letter for you. Peace will calms down all in you, it will give 
you strength and courage. Peace will draw His image before you. Peace will sing for you every morning to waking up, ready for you boats to every 
next running and will shaken to soft frequencies all around and you will be part of it. Peace will swept to your ear melody of your heart. 
It is done. Will soothe you in every breath, in which all around will tell about His love for you. 
Peace will around you.

Fruit. Maybe is not necessary for you to bear fruit only for others to have something for eat. It is clear to be an tree means too bear fruit 
and it is normal for him. Who you are in Christ naturally means bears fruit from which others are growing. If you are the full man in Christ, 
not only that you are seeding but too help others to grow and it is fruit which smelt to our Lord. Fruit is like sacrifice dear to God. 
Paul wrote: present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which is your reasonable service.
We can see, our surrounding to God bears alone rewards by others and it is fruits for God. He will yet dig, fertilize and he will wait while till 
we start to bear fruit. Surrounding of our own body, carrying the cross, our trying for others, diminising ourselves it bears fruit for God, 
it is help to others, saving those who despite and set the captives free. 
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It is questioning, if all fruit is acceptable, I know that every work need not be hundred presented and is not acceptable to the Holy. 
I was born to a family where my physical father gives always a hundred work and I learned to give to all work all that I can. 
To be closed in the darkroom to be more concentrated to the small one in my hands. To the latest sound to work on the melody. 
To find a word for book. To the latest step prepare the voyage around the world. To go to deep of all deeps most early to can to open 
in minute my heart and from the heart give the best. 

These fruit is delicious for Him. For years you will give hundred percent work till it work will touch the 100% work of another one. 
This brother will for you so pleasant, because you can rest in his one hundred percent work. You will so long gaze on this symphony 
of your brother´s 100% work, which is so pleasant for your heart. 
You will feel the same feel for perfectness and it will fascinated you. It is great to be in team of 100% working people gives 
100% forward and understand each other in gladness in which we were decided to work it. 
In the beginning maybe all said: “100%, Lord, 100%.”. And than we are started to drive the vagon without fear on maximum 
without limits and it is first we met someone who is same like us and we want to dance when we are watched his small factory 
which works so great. The wheels with teeths are falling into them and the melody is lifted up like great smell to God. 

The Leader of your work must be Jesus and then the work what you may to do you have to work in fullness don´t seeing on the prise 
you must pay for it. Maybe you are a fool for others, awkward enthusiast what everything is so terribly exaggerated. Maybe you will 
lose all your human values you´ve ever had. You can give to it maximum of your willing and caring fighting for win against the lax 
world. You can try to unfrozen glacier with one hotwind-pistol. You can be not understanded, another, like from another planet. 
You can surprise with every minute. It can give no sence to the others and be a winner in eyes of the One which is talking about 
human wisdom like about fullishness, and fullishness is for Him wisdom. 
When you will bite through non-understanding all around than maybe there fight against good worketh work. But your endurance 
in quality will give to God deep feelings.

The smell will not able to be forget, your heart will in sunshining full of juice and unforgivness smell. We all know that feeling 
we would eat something good and nothing can take place of that fruit. Bear the good fruit for our Lord. What deep and unforgivness 
is the smell of good acts, whole world will sing for dance for your Lord. If He will some day ask you Would you dance with me and lead 
the dance, to lead your project, if He could be a Leader of your factory, put your hand to that of Him and hold good. Rather He will 
take you to His arms, because what will be act than you don´t need to stand. It is not advantage to go to project with Him, courage 
is not to go to it. Our 100% surrending bears 100% work for Lord, and lead us to 100%plan for our life. There is no time to doubt 
about it, give it only a half, don´t believing myself, because of our falls. Every fall don´t let to lead your next steps. God is waiting 
for man and woman of faith. Courage, faith, and rockiness, advantage, and zeal is ok. Only the fastest can win, he or she tears 
the winning tape. Effort is often rewarded. Why would you to run the race and you don´t want to be first? Why you would so prepared 
for it, why did you watch the technic and tricks of others, why you were decided to go to it, not to win? Lord is calling to quality work 
everyone, who decided to go to the work. Not only He won it for us, but we too have to win to Him. Maybe it will be expensive more 
than you decided and maybe it is not so easy how we waited, but we didn´t wait our strentened on the way which was coming 
and strentened in all that are with us in it and endly we don´t wait that it is so important race like it not seen in the beginning.
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Our way is longer and more demanding than we expect, but too much better provided 
and opening the beauty how we´ve never had any idea. 

100% of the work for our life brings lots of beautiful and unexpected. 
Challenging and tedious alternates with beautiful and caring, the sweat on his face is replaced by fragrant oil, 
wounds on the body are replaced by healing caresses, the pain of the soul is replaced by soothing love, 
deep pains overcome joy to heights and before we ask, He answers. 

Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into the heart of man, 
the things which God hath prepared for them 
                                                                                   
                                                                                                                    that 
                                                    
                                                                                                                                           love Him.
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                   He is Winner.



Nay, in all these things we are more than conquerors through Him that loved us. 
In all these things we are pleased, although we are falling, we are not over go under.

This running brings to us the whole surrendering. 
Already at the first wheel, you are asking yourselves:
How much we love Him and understand your values in His love?

You realize your strength and muscle performance. 
It seems to you, you were never in your naturality as like now. 
You are finding your values and speed which is hidden from you. 

A potential which He gave to you 
                            overwhelmed all your personality 
                                                     and you are becoming a new one. 

                                                                                                       You have the potential to win. 
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Heights which I can thank God to sail through in His love on gusts of saving those 
who are desperate don´t lose for me the beauty with every next opportunity to help. 

I will never despise pink coloured clouds of His love, 
sight of His eyes which are brightened in eyes of oth-ers like reflecting 
brightness of bright of sun up there. 

He forever opened my heart widely and done heaven in it, 
in which I can fall, fly, soar, and whatever I would want. 

I know namely that He receives me and I understood the value on which He value me. 
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When we became children of God, we birth again. 
We got the Spirit crying: ´Abba Father´and He reign in us.
In the minute when we start to use Him, it means to live in harmony with Him, 
we are changed to some-one new. 
The Spirit is crying in us, what He cryied in Jesus and teach us His laws writtened to our heart. 
He is changed you to a new person abled to win , Jesus said: It is done. 
And it speaks about your personality. To you belongs to win. 
Let be draggled through ocean of His love and be overwhelmed by His love which is called 
you to run and gives you hope to win, even leads you to the win. 
We can ask what means to us personal win. Is it successfullness, carierr, money?
Is it satisfaction, calm and evenness? Is it my lucky life?

The true success namely means to built values of others and forget on me. 

We understand on this running to long trip are valid others laws.

It is avaluated perseverance, notice, love and fulfilment of Christ law.

To love God and to love others.

Smile is there with us, not sad face and rivalry.

To win in these values is the biggest human fight which is on this planet. 

It learn us really to live, come to flight, although we have not wings, 
And win, although our wins in in win of the others. 

Quantity of God´s children are running to same goal and up they will do the same thing, 
kiss their Father with love. 
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